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Abdulrauf Yusuf Olanrewaju is a writer, poet and student of Obafemi Awolowo University, who studies Law. He loves writing and he sees it as a means
of passing out emotion, imagination, stress and of all to pass time.
Adelynn Wijaya is an aspiring author who lives in Asia. She enjoys reading and writing stories and wishes she lived in a fantasy world or somewhere away
from reality. She enjoys reading and writing YA, romance, and fantasy. She writes short stories based off events she wished happened to herself and is
attempting to write a novel (or two).
Britney Pellouchoud is a recent graduate of UC Berkeley who now works as a software engineer and writer. She has self published one novella The Savior
and is working on a novel. Her dream is to write impactful stories which change the way people think.
Caro Tyner is a 26-year-old queer nerd living and teaching middle school in Brooklyn, NY. Their articles have been published in The New York Teacher,
but they are currently an unpublished poet. When not writing or teaching, they can be found cooking, biking, or watching Jeopardy.
Christyn Refuerzo (she/her) is a Filipino-American writer from the Bay Area. She has been published in Wind-Up Mice Journal: Sunday Nibbles, The
Weight Journal, and Rewritten Mag. When she's not writing or studying, she can be found with a cup of coffee or earl gray, listening to music, or reading.
Visit her website here and follow her on Twitter @christynr412.
Daniel de Culla is a writer, poet, painter and photographer. He’s member of the Spanish Writers Association, Earthly Writers International Caucus, Poets
of the World, (IA) International Authors, Surrealism Art, Friends of The Blake Society, Nietzsche Circle, and others.
Daniel Moreschi is a poet from Neath, South Wales, UK. After life was turned upside down by his ongoing battle with severe M.E., he rediscovered his
passion for poetry that had been dormant since his teenage years. Writing has served as a distraction from his struggles ever since. Daniel has been acclaimed
by various poetry competitions, including The Oliver Goldsmith Literature Festival, the Westmoreland Arts & Heritage Festival, the Jurica-Suchy Nature
Museum's Nature Poetry Contest, and the Hugo Dock Snow Maze Poetry Contest. Daniel has also had poetry published by The Society of Classical Poets
and The Black Cat Poetry Press.
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E.K Starling is an archaeologist based out of Orlando, Florida.
Elora Dodd is a comedian who uses her unique perspective as an Autistic person to entertain online. You can find her on social media, where she often goes
by the digital pseudonym ‘Online 1 Room Schoolhouse.’
Based in Southend-on-Sea, Francesca Astraea is an author and founder of the Do Something Directory. Currently working on her BA, she's probably
buried in, or underneath, a pile of books.
Isabella Lobo is a teenage artist and writer currently living in South Florida. Her artwork and writing has received awards at the national level through
Scholastic Art and Writing and has been published in COUNTERCLOCK Lit, the Harbor Review, and the Firefly Review, among others. She currently
serves as a prose editor and staff writer for The Borderline, a youth led magazine.
Ivan de Monbrison is a French poet and artist living in Paris born in 1969 and affected by various types of mental disorders, he has published some poems
in the past.
Jaden Pierce is an emerging poet and writer from the DC area. His poems ‘Comparison’, Rhythm’, & ‘Scare’ will appear in Dreich Magazine.
Joseph S. Pete is an award-winning journalist, the author of three local interest books, a Pushcart Prize nominee and a frequent guest on Lakeshore Public
Radio. He was poet laureate of Chicago BaconFest, a feat that Chaucer chump never accomplished. His work has appeared in several journals, including
The Offbeat, Cabinet of Heed, Dogzplot, Stoneboat, Chaleur and Tipton Poetry Journal.
June Hyung Kim is a fourteen-year-old student from South Korea. He is currently studying in Manila, Philippines, and enjoys writing about his
experiences from traveling. His work has been previously published in various places.
Karen Lethlean is a trying to be retired English teacher at a Senior College. Ever Present Predator is being published by Pareidolia Volume 2. San Antonio
Review published In Isolation. She is writing of military services 1972-76, titled Army Girl. In another life she is a triathlete and has competed at Hawaii
Ironman world championships twice. Several triathlon pieces are published including Different Humanity by The Creatives Journal. Good Sports
published by Human Writers.
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Logan Teichmann is a high school English teacher. He is trying to prove that some who can still teach.
Maggie Kaprielian (she/her) is a seventeen year old from Maryland. She is an editor in chief for the Erewhon Literary Arts Magazine and president of
Potomac’s chapter of the Maryland Teen Writers Association. She attended Susquehanna University's Summer Poetry Workshops in 2021 and 2022.
Marc Isaac Potter is a real person, widely published.
Mimi Bordeaux lives in Australia and enjoys photography, art, video making and psychology.
Morgan Anderson is a high schooler based in Georgia. She has found comfort in prose and poetry and makes it her goal to share her emotions with the
world. She enjoys Taylor Swift, the works of Emily Dickinson, and Dr Pepper. Morgan also draws a lot of inspiration from her childhood and philosophical
thinking. A majority of her poetic work is influenced by her relationship with her mother and fascination with love.
Oliver Heffron is the Lead Editor for The Nuance Magazine and a writer of short stories from Los Angeles.
Pavel Andonov is currently studying to become a teacher. He is an outgoing person who enjoys organizing social gathering, cooking and exercising.
Whenever he is not outside he is aiming to improve his writing.
PJ Carmichael is a writer, artist, and curiosity-driven creative from Wakefield, Massachusetts. His interests revolve heavily around adventure and
exploration, and he enjoys answering the call of the wild. PJ has a newfound interest in cooking and the city of Beverly, Massachusetts.
Samuel Kennedy is an Irish writer with no prior publications. Since beginning writing at a young age, Kennedy has wrote several unpublished short stories
and is currently is penning a novel. As an 18-year-old High School graduate, he intends to study Journalism in the upcoming year.
Shaurya Arya-Kanojia is the author of the novella, End of the Rope, and some of his have published in literary magazines like Analogies and Allegories Lit
Mag, Provenance Journal, Nymphs Literary Magazine, The Cabinet of Heed, Marias at Samguitas, and Querencia Literary Magazine. He likes sports
(cricket, mostly), eating out, and watching reruns of The Office and Everybody Loves Raymond. His social media handles include @shauryaticks (Twitter)
and @main.hoon.ek.sharara (Instagram), and more about him can be found at https://www.shauryaak.com/
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Symrin Kaur is a Canadian high-school student who has a passion for poetry. She has written for newspapers and continues to write and share poetry at
events and programs. Symrin draws inspiration from many slam poets and writes with passion and intense emotion, focusing on her lived experiences as a
queer woman in Canada.
Srinidhi Lakshminarayanan is an upcoming senior in high school who loves writing about the magic in the mundane and and the authenticity of the
abstract. She is also an activist, lover of creativity and believes in emboldening peace and equality everywhere.
Terence Daniels is a 29 year old with a life long love for poetry, stories, and language. Chasing his dream of writing and having published his tales and
poems that draw upon the relationships between men and women, between rural and urban, between love and anguish, between expectation and reality. He
seeks to explore the space in between concepts and ideas as opposed to the ideas themself.
Wren Oldham is an autistic non-binary writer in their mid-twenties. They've been writing poetry since 2009, and have always had a deep love of literature.
Zoey Rosensteel has definitely grown up with a notebook. She grew up as an excellent reader, even through her many changes of schools. She spends her
time working, hanging out with friends and doing theater! She has many plans to travel the world after High School and she can’t wait!
bedfordtowers is a film photographer currently based in Scranton, Pennsylvania. He has worked with artists such as Wicca Phase Springs Eternal, Josh
Balz, Ethel Cain, One Step Closer, Jon Simmons, Goner, Nothing, and Tigers Jaw. Besides shooting artists and bands he shoots street photographs and
works with various underground clothing brands.
Chicagoan Ike Edgerton (born 1990) is a figurative painter whose work addresses the ongoing planetary biocide and the possibility of spiritual
reconnection in the anthropocene. In pictorial modes that range from the cartoonish to the carefully realistic he asserts that confronting the conflagration is
valorous and valuable, even if we don’t see a way through it. He documents his efforts and sells his work on Instagram @ike.is.painting .
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Abdulrauf Yusuf Olanrewaju
In A Giant Nation
In a giant nation,
the road is an ambush
embedded with injuries and death,
to launch attack on four & three rims
yet setting not apart, the two-wheels
In a giant nation,
the road is a giant whale;
that swallow the carefree road-hogs
without exempting the ignorant passengers
In a giant nation,
The road is no longer a means of transport. Rather,
It is the means of meeting the grim-reaper.
To show the route to the afterlife,
rather than the route to destination.
In a giant nation,
the steering no longer steers, the course
of vehicles. For its steerer while steering
the steering, steers souls to their journey with death.
On the pathway beneath the soil.
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Adelynn Wijaya
Under the Willow
A few hours ago, a massive, ethereal flame had danced in the campfire, but now there were only small fires crackling valiantly on the dying logs, struggling to
stay alive. Jaden watched from the top seats as they eventually fizzled out and died, turning into ash before her eyes.
She shifted her focus to Leon, who was lurking near the logs with a stick in his hand. He tentatively drove the stick into the dying wood, sending sparks and
bits of ash flying his way. Jaden snorted when Leon leaped backward, slapping at the dust on his shirt. His strangely sensitive ears caught the noise, and he
was looking at her with a sheepish crescent on his lips. Soon, Jaden was by his side.
“What are you doing?” she asked, hugging her knees and burying her face to hide her shimmering cheeks.
“Nothing in particular,” Leon shrugged, his voice toned and soothing to her ears. “Why haven’t you gone to your room yet?”
Jaden laughed a nervous, uneasy note. “I can’t sleep.”
“Same here.”
She nudged his shoulders so that he swayed back to her like a slinky. “That’s because you mess up your sleep schedule on school days. What time did you
sleep last night?”
“Three.”
Jaden rolled her eyes at the shameless response. “No surprise that you developed insomnia.” She watched the flickering flames with Leon for a few minutes
before she grew restless. “Let’s go.”
“Go?” Leon said, vaguely alarmed. “Where?”
“Relax, I’m not going to murder you and bury your body here or something,” she grabbed his hoodie-clad arm, and with Herculean effort, pulled him to
his feet. “Let’s walk around the resort for a while.”
Leon glanced at the supervising teachers crowded near the doors leading into the resort. “Should we ask the teachers first?”
“I did,” Jaden threw her gaze at her surroundings. “Let’s walk around the place.”
“Alright.”
They strolled down the chipping stone path together, Jaden’s arm on his forearm. Leon’s legs were much longer than Jaden’s were, so he surpassed her to
walk ahead a few times. To catch up to him, she lunged to pinch Leon’s sleeve and held onto it as if it were a lifesaver donut. He was barely affected by it,
merely reaching his hand back to grab her forearm. Jaden felt a pull in her heartstrings as he casually tugged her along, feeling her hands sweat frantically
when his palm slid down to grasp her fingers.
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The resort was desolate and silent save for the sound of crickets and their hushed conversation. Jaden wanted to mess with the playground meant for
children a decade younger than their ages, but the set was still damp from the rain that fell earlier that day. Leon wanted to visit the resort’s nearby fruit
orchard, but the bolted gates wouldn’t budge. The moon winked at them from the sky as they explored the resort, trying to find something to do.
Jaden gasped and pointed to a tree in the distance. “Leon, look! There’s a willow tree!”
Leon placed a hand over his ribcage. “You scared me. I thought you saw a tiger or something.”
“Tigers don’t live in our part of the world.” She tugged Leon’s arm as if it was a rope in a tug-of-war game. “Let’s go see it.”
“It’s only a willow tree,” Leon protested but allowed himself to be dragged towards it anyway.
The hanging roots of the willow tree parted easily like a curtain. The tree’s canopy spared the ground below it so that it wasn’t damp with mud. Jaden
reclined her back against the willow tree, taking in the small bumps and spikes that made up the tree’s bark. She sensed Leon taking a seat next to her as if
she could see his soul through her closed eyelids.
“It’s pleasant being here,” Jaden mumbled.
Leon hummed before the sound of crickets took over, accompanied by the nervous staccato of Jaden’s heartbeat.
It was pleasant, sitting under a willow tree next to her friend-slash-crush with the fresh smell of petrichor and the icy gales pushing against her face. The
tempting embrace of sleep threatened to lull her away from reality, but then she felt something warm creep over her hand.
“Your hands are cold,” Leon said, his voice barely audible over the sound of silence and crickets.
“They are?” The only thing Jaden could feel was the warmth of his coarse fingers.
The sound of shoes scraping against the pebbles and dirt tickled Jaden’s ears. A mass of hair stroked her neck, and a warm weight dropped on her shoulder.
She turned only to receive a mouthful of Leon’s hair. She closed her eyes as he traced circles around the back of her palm, feeling volatile.
“You know,” she said. “The others… they’ve been telling me to confess to you.”
Leon’s finger paused. The wind stopped blowing. Jaden’s heart thumped against her ribcage faster.
Tense minutes ticked by, and Jaden felt like running out from under the willow tree at lightning speed.
“Why didn’t you?” he asked, and her plans of escape dissipated into thin air.
She couldn’t see his expression when his head was on her shoulder. “I… I was afraid that you would stop being friends with me.”
Despite having known him for three years, Leon was still an unfinished puzzle with missing pieces. He was a private person, choosing not to open up about
his life at home or his past. There were, however, a few things that Jaden did know. She knew he was a friendly, kind-hearted person who enjoyed math and
painting. She knew he thought of her as a close friend, through his teasing comments about her height or name. She knew if she told him she had developed
feelings for him, he wouldn’t brush her aside and ignore her for the rest of their high school years.
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Jaden’s heartstrings tensed when Leon shifted from his position. She kept her eyes on the ground even as he faced his torso towards her, his fingers still
gripping her shaking palm.
“It’s impossible for me to do that.”
“To do what?”
“To stop being friends with you.”
“Ah,” Jaden nodded, her eyes still focused on a small group of rocks next to Leon’s feet. “I see.”
“And…” There was a hitch in his throat. “I don’t see you as just a friend.”
Jaden’s head snapped upwards, confused. “What?”
This time, he was the one who focused his eyes elsewhere. “I like you. Romantically. As a crush.” He sighed to pause his rambling. “I don’t know how to say
this, I’m not good with words…”
She chuckled and encapsulated one of his cheeks with her hands. “It’s okay. I know what you’re trying to say.”
Leon exhaled, and they were so close that his breath tickled Jaden’s lips. “Okay. That’s good.”
She smiled, and they rested their heads over each other under the willow tree for a very long time.
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Britney Pellouchoud
Baby Cradle
The baby cradle waits softly in vain
Inside the gray house, away from the rain.
The “welcome home” balloon deflates in the air
As the hospital teddy gives the blankest of stares.
The wishful baby clothes and footless baby socks
Lie atop the brand new diapers forever in their box
And the now-empty woman curls up in her bed
Crying over something nearly alive, but always dead.
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Cary Tyner
I Fractured my Elbow
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Orange Dust
i’m sorry
i forgot to bring the hot cheetos
even though
i went to four bodegas
to get them
did you know how hard they are to find?
next time
i’ll pack them the night before
so i won’t forget again
i know
how important it is
to have something to share
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Things I Can’t Tell My Mother
I used to tell my mother everything.
On long car rides down winding roads,
we would wrap each other in revelations,
letting secrets seep into each other’s skin.
On Saturday mornings, we’d stir cinnamon and whispers
into shared cups of coffee
before my dad woke up
I used to trust her with everything
until some unknown incident made me stop feeling like I could
Maybe it was when she told me not to talk about being on birth control
or when I came home too late one night,
You’re lucky Dad isn’t home to find out about this
with an unfamiliar bite in her tone
Maybe it was when she asked me not to post poems with swears
and I stopped wanting to share my poetry with her
Maybe it was when she made fun of my body hair
or when she got judgmental about my polyamorous friend
or when she defended her homophobic friend
or when she was sure my sister was just going through a phase
Maybe it was because she asked me to stop telling her certain things
because she said she felt bad keeping secrets from my dad
even though he had no problem keeping secrets from us
Maybe it was my dad sneering one too many times,
through the haze of Bud-Light breath,
You’re just like your mother
Maybe I was trying to protect her
18

from what he wouldn’t say to her face
Maybe I was trying to absorb some of his anger
and maybe I absorbed too much,
and misdirected it
Maybe my parents just modeled broken trust
so I saw no choice but to omit
Omission is not a lie, but an erasure.
I omitted so much of my story
that I erased parts of myself from my mother’s vision
I wonder if this is why, when I visit home,
I feel like she can’t really see me.
I wonder if she omits parts of me she doesn’t understand from her memory.
I wonder what she’s not telling me.
I wonder how much of her own story she’s erased over the years,
to fit the picture others want to see
Maybe that is why
I can’t really see her
Maybe I don’t tell her things
because she’s no longer really there
I fear she and I are the same
two women, being erased
but I know I could never tell her that
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Christyn Refuerzo
With Room for Cream?
Her morning felt like black coffee with three sugars and a spoon of milk. It was more sugar than coffee, to be completely honest, but the rich and raw taste
was still there. But not so much so that she had to sacrifice her sweet tooth.
It’s been a long time since she’s had coffee with cream and sugar, or “doctored-up” coffee. (That’s what her mom called it – still calls it.) (So does she.)
Doctored-up coffee reminded her of high school, when she would make it from the machine at the house in a record-breaking five minutes before she had
to rush to the car. Sometimes, though, she would wake up late and her coffee would be the French roast from the dining hall at school. She would doctor it
up there, and to everyone else, it seemed like she knew what she was doing when she would pour in a splash of cream and tore open packets of sugar.
Nowadays, her days are fancy little cappuccinos from the in-house Breville machine.
Cappuccinos are what her life feels like as a college student living in New York City, working as a design intern at a book publishing company. As if every
dream comes with some sort of bitter reality. The sweet, simplicity of life is gone. She doesn’t drink coffee to doctor it up. She drinks it as a necessity – a fix.
But that morning. It was different.
As an intern, most mornings, her job had her making everyone’s coffee using the in-house Breville, topping off the last latte just in time for the big meeting,
where secret negotiations were happening behind those pristine, unreachable glass doors. Thankfully, her single summer working the morning shift as a
barista at the indie coffee shop across the way was starting to pay off.
That morning, the coffee was already there, freshly brewed in a group of those brown take-away containers holding four of those white, nondescript cups. It
was seven in the morning and for a moment, she was concerned. Concerned that somehow, even though she was there on time, that she screwed up.
Instead, she walked inside. On the table, next to the cups, a brief note reads: Thanks for supporting us and our coffee!
It came to her, a wave of remembering. Soft opening of the new place downstairs.
She started to walk toward the Breville to make something for herself, when suddenly, she found herself outside again.
She stops outside of the little coffee shop a few blocks from the office, the one she passes almost every day on her morning commute. She pushes the door
open, stepping inside, the bell ringing.
There’s no line.
The barista gives her a wide smile. “What can I get for you today?”
She smiles back at him. “Coffee.” She pauses for a moment. “With room for cream.”
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Daniel de Culla
She is Lina Meda
In Huancavelica
Department of the Republic of Peru
With the greatest poverty known
Located in the center west of the country
Tiburcio Medina, father of eight children
Noticed that Lina, his daughter
Had a bulging belly
Letting her go to her house to see her
The superstitious of her neighbors
That they affirmed, some: that she had a snake
Others: that it was Apu's fault
The spirit of the Andes that had cohabited her
Like the evangelical white dove
Did it with the Virgin Mary.
With slightly pronounced breasts
and long hair
Her parents took her
To the shamans of the village
Who believed that she had a tumor
Advising them to take her to Pisco
City in the department of Ica.
Damn my wife
And damn me, his father used to say
That my Lina's eyes are those of a pregnant woman
Without knowing a man.
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Crowded as they lived
Sleeping on top of each other
It is not known if her father or one of her brothers
Penetrated her
Tiburcio being imprisoned
As a rape suspect.
Other people murmured
When Lina walked past
That she had been raped by a Comboni Missionary Father
From the Heart of Jesus
Or the Marist father of Peru
Who, even being priests
They fall in love with girls or boys
Since they were baptized
Or take communion.
Many others believed
That she was the incarnation of the Virgin Mary
Why not?
Just as others continue to believe
That in her begot the Sun god
As in Antacancha, a populated place.
Thanks to medical science
A medical doctor who treated Lina
Took her to Lima capital
Where specialists treated her
With much care
For being such a precocious girl
that she had conceived
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To her son that she brought
About to give birth
At the age of 4 years, 7 months and 21 days
Delivering by caesarean section
That she made her with a lot of love
Leaving the memory of her forever
In the annals of History
As the youngest mother confirmed
Without knowing who with her
Lied down.
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Cagancho Valley
My father-in-law and I were on break and suspended from work in the Cagancho Valley, a valley next to the Moradillo de Roa wineries, in the Ribera del
Duero region: very famous wineries in Aranda de Duero, San Sebastián and Madrid for the awards that the people have received for having them and
beautifying them.
Cagancho is a "wolf chest" because he walks through the cellars bare-chested. He is young and handsome, but has never been seen with a female. It
is something fierce, fierce, because it has a convulsive rage as if it were a spoiled child.
One day, he got pissed off because of some mattresses that had been put out in the sun, he was fucked by friends from the young people's cellar that
looks towards La Sequera full of Covid 19, sentimental straws and piss, blaming the in-laws because he saw them give of kicking the mattresses, because, as
children, they thought that they would kick the virus out of them.
Cagancho confronted them:
--What do you do with the mattresses throwing them into the valley? Why don't you take them to the clean point?
-Hey majete, nice, the in-laws answered in unison: Grab them with your teeth and take them to the clean point. These mattresses belong to the young
people who fuck friends in town.
Also, I added:
-These mattresses will fall in this part at such and such an hour. Segovia falls to the north of Cotarro; Corpus Christi always falls on a Thursday; And today
is Thursday.
Cagancho, who they say is an engineer from the Cagada del Lagarto, lizard shit, didn't know what to say. He slowed down.
My in-law told him:
-Look, Cagancho, that dog shit looks very bad in that corner. And you do nothing.
He did not know how to ponder the intensity of our feelings and manifestations, falling the sticks of the shade; him losing the illusion of being able
to defeat us in the dialogue, marching to the town square, and seeing us how the wings of his heart fell, and the feathers of his head.
On the outside of the road, on the outside, with our feet we took out the mattresses, which we saw fall and stay on a hillside, not greatly harming
the view of the town's church from below, but rather giving it a surreal touch.
-There they go. They stay there, said my in-law.
Cagancho did not look back. I think he realized that we did not arouse any sympathy. We saw his back roasted and pulverized in the sun like the
seed of the coffee tree.
-Ale, come on, my in-law told me. To weed chives! Or to see if Uncle Julio's almond trees bear fruit.
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Some cagaceites, certain birds similar to the thrush, flew over our heads going to the walls of the cemetery next to the church, to look for the
Chicken Crap, flower of a kind of curujey.
I told my in-law:
Wait for me here, I'm going to give free rein to my shitty gut.
Between shit, mushrooms, I released my excrement in the style of a shithead, state or municipal office worker, in a bend next to the Cemetery wall
that looks towards the town of Aza.
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The Tail of Social Status and Prestige
Having a tail is a symbol of social status and prestige. The Caesars, the kings, the emperors, the czars, the dictators, the chiefs, the military and people of
repression, the popes, cardinals and bishops, white or black, all have or had a tail.
History presents us with all of them with great value thanks to their tail. And it is true. Although some got into his own asshole to go unnoticed.
Which I don't understand.
Even those Academies of literary scholars who, with their bodies and thanks to their tails, illustrated their nations as they knew, as the Aristotelians
rightly said, and even the Thomists consented.
Tall or short, fat or skinny, these tails weren't all that different; Well, exactly each tail of each of them defined their daring and concept of life.
At the end of the day, their asses defined according to rules tailored to their needs, manifested with their hair and signs what the tail is for the
people. Thanks to God and to his tail, the plebs, the people, shouted and shouted their names and victories, their crimes and massacres, with great force,
resounding in terrifying echoes.
That the tail is essential for the guidance of peoples is as true as a temple; and, everywhere, it becomes the same: a Tail in the coccyx of the Arsehole,
which is funny to children, and instills fear in adults.
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Chicken
Two subjects, Garcibuey and Garcilaso, discussed
Along with a chicken
Wall formed of lawns
If one or the other
Were more cuckold than none
Well, in the range or scale
Of the cuckold notes each of the two
Stood out with the title of admiral
Of the "Indians" with whom they had married.
Garcilaso:- Friend Garcibuey
Although we are like the perpoint and the clothing
You are more cockrel than me
For you were always a lazy beggar and vagabond.
Garcibuey:- Friend Garcilaso
I will be a beggar
But on the scale of the horns
I benefited from your woman
Like an egg between leaves.
Garcilaso:- Yes, I know you took advantage of my wife
One day we invite you to rooster
That food that is given to pilgrims
Who come to Santiago de Galicia.
Garcibuey:-What a day, man.
It was supreme when I put your woman
The claw or spur
In the ends of her love
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Silver covered.
Long live the chicken
And live with her nugget.
Garcilaso:- And you converted, Garcibuey
In chicken manure
Chicken droppings
With a dyed aura.
Garcibuey:- Insult me. Insult me more if you want.
You are a turkey
And your notes are intemperate in singing.
Thanks to my love for your wife
You stand out from others as a bully:
Cheap collector.
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Daniel Moreschi
Black and Red
Above a latent, pathless peak,
A mountain’s womb begins to leak
The flicker of a fervid hue,
When primal mantles stir a brew.
An exhale turns into a cloud
That scatters as a stony shroud,
While foam and fume cascade a thrust
And stoke the trails of cradled crust.
From black and red come ash and flame
That time can neither calm nor tame,
Which elevate a graceful guise
Till light and dark contest the skies.
Where ancient scapes and woodland limbs
Succumb to the breach of sylvan rims,
A lasting swath of lava's might
Prolongs its reach to seize the night.
Yet dawn bestows a hopeful path
Of new beginnings born from wrath.
With all that was now burned to lore,
While dormant lies the base once more.
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E.K. Starling
Rabbit Food
“Why isn’t the sauce thickening?” I asked, nodding to the pot of Kraft macaroni and cheese on the stove in front of me.
“You mean the boxed macaroni?” My husband replied, with a hint of exhaustion in his voice. “It’s powdered cheese, Jen. It shouldn’t need to thicken.”
My cheeks flushed red with embarrassment. I’ve never been a good cook. In fact, I have always been a terrible cook. Thankfully, James is a kind and patient
man. He always says that he loves me more than he hates my cooking. He does his very best to hide his displeasure each time I slap a spoonful of overcooked
rice or underdone pasta onto his plate but that doesn’t keep me from feeling disappointed in myself. I can’t tell you the number of times I’ve sat across from
him at the dinner table and watched solemnly as he tried to disguise the involuntary twitch of disgust on his face at the first mouthful of whatever
over-seasoned disaster I’d served him that evening. This evening was no different.
I begrudgingly handed James his dinner— overcooked chicken breast and watery boxed macaroni and cheese. He accepted it without complaint and took
his place at the little wooden table in the corner of our small kitchen. “Thanks for cooking, Jen” he said, smiling as he attempted, with great effort, to cut
through his rubbery chicken breast. And I could tell he really was thankful despite the fact that he could probably find a more enticing meal in any
back-alley dumpster. “Ah, al dente this evening” he quipped with a chuckle as he scooped up his second bite of macaroni. I didn’t deserve his kindness in
this regard, although I appreciated it.
That night I couldn’t sleep. I rolled from one shoulder to the other in bed, tying my sheets in a knot, as I thought of ways to improve my cooking. I was
becoming desperate. James has always been so supportive of me, the least I could do is learn how to cook him a meal that didn’t taste like dog food. I
considered and dismissed a variety of potential solutions. My father always joked that my mother could burn water, so it would be pointless to ask her for
advice. We can’t afford private cooking lessons. I’ve tried to watch tutorial videos online in the past but the meal still never turned out quite the way it was
supposed to. After an hour or so of exhaustive consideration, I suddenly remembered Helga, an elderly Hungarian, or maybe Russian, woman who lived
across the street. She was very old and somewhat reclusive. The kids on the street avoided her. They claimed she was a witch. I always thought it was mean of
them to say that about her just because she was elderly and maybe a little odd. Nonetheless, she was old enough to be someone’s grandma. And grandmas
know how to cook, right? Maybe she would have some old Eastern European family recipes to share with me. Satisfied with this thought, I resolved to visit
her the next day and ask for her help.
I awoke the next morning well after James had already left for work. He usually makes his own breakfast and packs his own lunch, which is probably for the
best. I laid in bed, well past my usual wake-up time, watching the sunbeams coming through the gap in the curtain move across the floor. It wasn’t laziness
that kept me in bed, but nerves. For some reason, I felt intimidated by Helga and the thought of reaching out to her for help. As mean as they may be, the
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neighborhood children were correct in saying that she had a rather frightening presence. Summoning my courage, I rose from the bed and set about my
morning routine— hair, makeup, a well-ironed dress. I wanted to make a good impression on Helga.
Once I felt satisfied with my appearance, I walked out the front door and started down the sidewalk to her house before I could change my mind. It was a
very short walk. Her house stood only two down from my own and on the other side of the street. Standing on the pavement, I noted that the paint on the
exterior of her house was chipping. The lawn, if you could call it that, was either dead or dying. I’d driven past her house countless times but never noticed
that it was in a state of disarray befitting of its inhabitant.
I started up the stairs on her front porch, recoiling at the abundance of cobwebs surrounding the front door. Knocking lightly on the wood, I expected to
wait a moment before receiving an answer. Instead, Helga opened the door immediately, as though she had been standing on the other side waiting for me
to arrive. I had waved at her from a distance many times and even exchanged shouted pleasantries from across the street but I had never stood this close to
her before. She had thick, light gray hair which was gathered in a bun atop her head. Her face was framed with deep wrinkles.
“Hello,” I started. “My name is—“
“Jen” she finished.
“Uhm... yes, I’m sorry to bother you. I just—“
“You need assistance” she interrupted, again.
This startled me. I found her foretelling to be a bit unnerving. But I’d come this far already.
“Yes. I’m not very good at, um. Well I, uh, need assistance with, um... cooking” I replied. “Please.”
I suppose she was satisfied with my stammered explanation because she fully opened the door and waved her long, too-thin arm toward the guts of her
house, inviting me inside. I awkwardly shuffled past her in the doorway and headed toward the kitchen table that was visible at the other end of the hallway.
I took a seat at her table, which was covered in a very intricate lace tablecloth that resembled the cobwebs on her porch. She followed me into the dimly lit
kitchen and sat across from me. A moment of silence hung in the air. I began to fidget in my chair.
“So,” she said, breaking the silence. “You’re a terrible cook.”
I was taken aback by her bluntness. I had never actually said I was a terrible cook. Although, I suppose she lived close enough to me that she may have been
able to hear the smoke detectors in the kitchen going off every other day around dinner time.
I nodded in confirmation. “I want to learn how to cook a nice meal.... you know, something that actually tastes good” I explained, lowering my eyes in
embarrassment.
“Ah. Your husband is giving you grief, is he?” she asked, clearly expecting an affirmative response. “Complaining about the meals you prepare. Is that it?”
“No, he would never! He is so sweet and tender. I just don’t want to disappoint him anymore” I clarified, surprised by the tears suddenly gathering in the
corner of my eyes. Once again I sat in a heavy silence at the kitchen table, hoping for some sort of comfort from the old woman.
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“Hmmm,” she hummed, seemingly indifferent to my emotional state. “Sweet and tender, you say?”
“Yes,” I confirmed, through sniffles.
She sat silently contemplating for a moment.
“Fine” she finally said, rising from the table. She patted me on the back a little too hard with her bony palm in what I interpreted as a poorly executed
gesture of reassurance. “I suppose I could teach you one of my more practiced recipes.”
“Oh, thank you! Than—“
She silenced me with a wave of her palm.
I watched as she opened a cabinet above the inexplicably bubbling pot on her stove and began removing items in an attempt to locate something specific.
Baking soda, baking powder, pasta, cans of carrots, beets, beans, and peas now sat on the counter alongside multiple canisters of herbs and spices. She
continued pulling items from the cabinet until, finally, she came upon a very small jar of white powder. It could have passed for salt but I had the funny
feeling it wasn’t.
“Here,” she said, thrusting the glass jar into my hand. “I will teach you another day. For tonight, sprinkle this in his food before you serve him. He will not
be disappointed, I promise.” At that, she made an X motion above her heart with a long, yellowed fingernail and chuckled in a manner that I found to be
somewhat unsettling.
Nevertheless, I gratefully accepted the jar and attempted to ignore the creeping feeling that I may have made a mistake asking for her help. I mean, sure she
might be a bit strange but who am I to judge a lonely old woman. I graciously excused myself from her home with a wave, promising to return another day
for a cooking lesson.
As soon as I stepped off her front porch onto the sidewalk I felt a sense of relief wash over me. Tension released from my shoulders as my muscles relaxed.
Not only had I finally found a solution to my problem but I had made a new friend in the process. At least, I think I made a new friend. Helga was kind of
difficult to read. I thought back to our encounter, trying to decipher how she may have felt about my visit. I mean, she agreed to help me so she mustn't have
been too annoyed at my intrusion. “He will not be disappointed. I promise.” I remembered her words and smiled at the thought of finally serving my
husband a meal worth eating.
Before the sun had even set I stood by the stove fussing over a pot of boiled broccoli. My mind constantly drifted to the mysterious jar of spices nestled in
the pocket of my apron. Or what I assumed to be spices, anyway. It could also be rat poison for all I know but I am just desperate enough to trust the old
woman completely. Suddenly, the timer on the oven rang out, interrupting my thoughts and causing my heart to skip a beat. I laughed at my overreaction as
I opened the oven door to collect a pan of medium-rare, or maybe well done, pork chops.
I carefully placed the largest pork chop on a dinner plate beside a generous pile of pale green broccoli. As usual, It didn’t really look appealing. I gingerly
sprinkled a meager amount of the white powder from the small glass jar over the broccoli on my husbands' plate. Glancing again at the sad assemblage in
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front of me I decided it might be best to just add it all. I dumped the entire contents of the jar onto the plate and mixed it into the broccoli until it was no
longer visible. That should do it.
“Jaaaames” I called into the living room where my husband was watching old re-runs of some corny science fiction show from the 70s. “Dinner is ready!”
I already had both plates ready and waiting on the table by the time he ambled into the kitchen. I sat in front of my own pork chop and tried my best to
suppress my excitement as he took his place across from me. “How does it look?” I asked.
“It looks like broccoli” he joked in response. He scanned the plate again before picking up his fork and stabbing a soggy stalk of broccoli. I scooted forward
in my seat, eager to witness his reaction to the new ingredient. I could feel myself holding my breath as he chewed his first bite. He swallowed. And paused,
looking a bit surprised.
“Wow. Jen. How did you make this broccoli? Did you find a recipe online? It’s delicious!”
Delicious. The word reverberated through my head like a song. Happiness radiated through my body, sending a warm feeling through my stomach. I
wanted to jump from the table and dance through the kitchen. Instead, I concealed my overwhelming excitement and acted as normally as I could possibly
manage. I watched gleefully as James continued shoveling stalks of broccoli and bits of pork chop into his mouth.
“Awe, thank you, James. I actually—“
My words caught in my throat as I noticed his hair was steadily beginning to change color. His thick, light brown hair was suddenly turning white, starting
at the tips and moving quickly towards his scalp. I sat mouth agape, staring at his head which was now entirely covered in nearly translucent white hair.
“You actually what, Jen?” James prodded, entirely unaware that his appearance had just drastically changed in a matter of seconds.
“Your hair....” I replied, ignoring his original question.
“What? Is it messy?” he asked, attempting to smooth down any stray locks with his fluffy white fingers.
“No! No, it’s not messy. It’s— oh my god! James!” I yelled, interrupted once again by a sudden change in appearance. He didn't seem to notice that he had
sprouted ten long, wiry whiskers. Five on each furry cheek.
My heart started to pound in my chest. The beating rang in my ears like a gong. I stood quickly from the table, bracing myself with a hand on the back of a
wooden chair as my knees buckled beneath me. “JAMES!” I yelled, again. There was no response. He had suddenly disappeared from my view.
“James?” I squeaked, edging myself around the side of the table to the seat where he had been visible only moments ago. Again, there was no response. I
stood in front of his empty chair, gripping the lip of the table with such force that my knuckles turned white. I hesitated for a moment before slowly pulling
the blue table cloth back. My stomach twisted into knots as the lifted table cloth revealed a large white rabbit sitting on the floor in between the legs of the
dinner table. I felt bile rise in my throat.
I collapsed onto the floor beside the rabbit, suppressing the urge to vomit. Hot tears streamed down my face as I stared at this unexpected creature. He
stared back with empty black eyes. His cheeks twitched beneath his small, pink nose as he investigated his surroundings, sniffing a small piece of broccoli
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that had fallen to the floor in the commotion. If I didn’t know for certain that this rabbit had been my husband only moments ago, I really would have
found him quite cute and exceedingly ordinary.
“I am so sorry” I sobbed, pulling the rabbit into my lap. “I am so sorry” I repeated again and again while patting the rabbit, my husband, on his soft, furry
head. I continued sobbing, wailing really, on the kitchen floor for what seemed like hours but couldn’t have been more than thirty or fourty minutes. After
a while, I managed to calm myself down enough that the tears stopped flowing. I forced myself to take a few deep breaths and sat numbly watching my
husband hop around the kitchen floor on his disproportionately large back feet. Hearing him thump, thump, thump about the tile was starting to make me
nauseous. Again, I felt the urge to vomit.
My thoughts spun in circles as I desperately tried to come up with some solution to get us out of this mess— to get my sweet, loving, normal, human,
husband back. My mind immediately turned to Helga. That wicked, vile, evil old woman. That witch. She did this to him. I don’t know why, I definitely
don’t know how, but I know that she did. Anger bubbled up inside me. I felt my face grow hot and my stomach boil with rage.
I grabbed James off the floor and held his small body against my chest as I marched out the front door to face the old woman again. My heart began to race
as I stepped onto her dreary looking porch. It somehow looked even less inviting after the sun went down. I raised my shaking fist to knock on the front
door when it suddenly opened before I could complete the task.
“Ah, back so soon?” the woman asked in a cheery, condescending tone. The sly smile on her face confirmed my suspicion that she was to blame for this. Not
that I really had any doubts before. I wordlessly motioned to the rabbit nestled in the crook of my elbow, afraid I might start sobbing again if I opened my
mouth to speak. I tried to look tough although I’m sure she could tell I was only seconds away from melting into a puddle on her doorstep.
“What?” she asked, feigning ignorance as if this was all just one big game to her. “You asked me to teach you how to make a tasty meal, didn’t you?”
I nodded, tightening my arms around James and pulling him closer to my rapidly beating heart.
“Well, rabbit stew is my favorite”
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Elora Dodd
I Prayed for Interesting Times
I prayed for interesting times
Because I wanted purpose
I wanted purpose
Because I wanted a reason to live
I wanted a reason to live
Because I thought if I lived long enough
The pain would ease
But now I am older
And wiser
And in interesting times
And I have purpose
And a reason to live
And the pain is still there
The world is still cruel
And cruelly interesting
But I am planted here now
Rooted in reasons to stay
May the steps I take
Grow into trees
And fruit
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And streams
And truth
And nothing at all interesting
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Francesca Astraea
Manifested
Rosie was late. She wasn’t sure how it happened; one minute she’d been taking photos of crockery and the next she was twenty minutes behind schedule
and there were works on the line and she couldn’t find matching shoes. A chaotic wardrobe is a side effect of the job, she told herself. The crowd will love
that I’m running late because I couldn’t find my shoes.
When she arrived at the studio, more than slightly sticky, she found a runner or a production assistant or whatever they were called, standing in reception
with a coffee. ‘Rosie Saint James,’ she panted. ‘Here for the interview with Marcella for the—the fashion week series. Ridiculously Rosie,’ she added after a
moment. She didn’t want to have to say ‘the YouTuber.’ Even after seven years of vlogging and two as a full-time content creator, she wasn’t completely
comfortable with telling people what she did for a living. ‘I’m so sorry I’m late,’ she continued. ‘The—the trains were up the shoot, and my shoes—’ she
nodded down at her silver loafers, as though they’d back her up.
‘Um, Miss Saint James?’
‘Yes,’ Rosie nodded. She should have realised they’d want ID. She dug about in her bag, rummaging through tissues and makeup samples and food
wrappers. It wasn’t until she retrieved her purse and driving licence that she realised the runner was still talking.
‘We’ve already filmed with you today.’
‘Pardon?’
‘I took you through about two hours ago, you just finished your slot and left.’ The assistant held up a clipboard. There was Rosie’s handwriting, signing in
earlier that morning and signing out twenty minutes ago.
‘Are you all right? Do you need to sit down? You look a bit—’
‘No, no, I’m fine—um, thanks.’
Back outside, Rosie found a park bench and took several deep breaths. She hadn’t gone into the studio to film with Marcella Whatsherface for fashion
week. Had she? God, this, this was what happened when you worked eighteen-hour days. It was her own fault. This sort of thing always happened when she
had too many deadlines due, especially when her mum was having a flare up. Too much caffeine, not enough proper food, no fresh air from one day to the
next. She’d forgotten her house address once and her brother had to pick her up. She rubbed her temples, trying to remember her meditation exercises. A
professional fuck up of these proportions had to be a sign from the universe. She was going to go home, take the rest of the day off and refuse to feel guilty
about it.
On her way back, she stopped at that tiny artisanal coffee place, the one with the cute barista. She decided that she would buy anything on the menu that
looked remotely appetising and not photograph any of it.
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‘Oh, hey again!’ There was the barista, smiling over the counter. Rosie could never remember her name, but she’d asked it enough times that to ask again
would be awkward. Jasmine? It might have been Jasmine.
‘Hi. Could I get, um… a double hot chocolate with almond milk, a fudge brownie and… what is that?’
Jasmine looked at where Rosie was pointing. ‘A blueberry turnover.’
‘One of those too, please. To go. Uh, here’s my mug.’
‘Having a hard day?’ Jasmine asked as she worked.
‘About the same as usual,’ Rosie shrugged. ‘It’s feast or famine when you’re self-employed, isn’t it? I’m lucky to be this busy.’
‘Really? Two brownies in one morning, I’d say that constitutes a solid eight on the difficult day scale.’
‘Wait, what?’ Rosie’s hand froze over the card machine.
‘You were in here earlier.’ Jasmine blinked. ‘About an hour ago? One medium cappuccino and a fudge brownie.’
‘Right. Right!’ Rosie tapped her card and gathered up her goods. ‘Thanks for this. Um. See you later.’
‘If you come in a third time, you’ll have to start calling ahead—’ Rosie was already out the door.
There was no way she’d stopped at the café already today. She just hadn’t. Struck with inspiration, she pulled out her phone and brought up her banking
app.
One pending transaction for The Miniature Coffee Pot, Ltd.
Another pending transaction for The Miniature Coffee Pot, Ltd.
By the time Rosie made it home, she had decided on two potential causes. One, she was genuinely losing her mind and ought to see a psychiatrist about
putting a name to whatever she was suffering from. Two, she was more overworked than she’d realised, and the exhaustion was taking its toll on her
faculties. Either way, she wanted a bath and several episodes of Schitt’s Creek while she decided how to proceed.
The house was quiet when she got in. Rosie’s mother was out with one of the aunts, or Rosie’s grandmother, or the support group. Another thing Rosie
couldn’t remember, although she was sure they’d had a conversation about it the evening before. Her brother wouldn’t be home from college for hours.
Dumping her shoes in the hall, she carried the food upstairs and left it on her dresser while she dug out her fanciest bath salts.
Down the passage, someone flushed the toilet.
Rosie froze. Burglarsmurderersmumsbackearly. She took a deep breath. Mum’s back early, she assured herself. She often ran a bath in the middle of the day
when her leg was playing up. The front door had been locked, though, hadn’t it? And Mum’s jacket was gone from the hook.
Rosie scanned her room for methods of self-defence. She settled on a stray dumbbell and a biro, gathered one in each hand and edged into the hall. ‘Hello?’
she called.
The bathroom door opened. She could see her reflection in the mirror cabinet, hair pulled up in a bun for her bath, dressing gown on.
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Rosie wasn’t wearing her hair in a bun. She was still in her day clothes. The bathroom mirror wasn’t visible from the hall.
‘Oh, hi Rosie!’
Rosie swung the dumbbell.
‘Hey! That’s rude.’
Oh god. It was worse than she thought. She was absolutely losing her marbles. She was down to one marble.
‘You’re not going mad.’
‘What—what—’
‘You’re not going mad. Sit down, sweetie, you’re turning green. Take a breath and count to eleven.’
Count to eleven. That’s what Rosie and her brother used to do, when their mum was breaking up their fights. Sit down and count to eleven. Right, who
started it? Rosie leant on the wall and rubbed her eyes. When she opened them, she was still standing in the hallway wearing her dressing gown. That could
not be right. Rosie’s dressing gown was hanging from her bedroom doorknob. She could see it from here. She was wearing her favourite earrings, too, the
diamond studs from her Mejuri partnership. Rosie reached up and rubbed her earlobe. The studs were still in her ears. So what—
‘You haven’t twigged it, have you? I can’t believe how slow you are sometimes.’
Rosie tried to focus on the person talking. It was her. Her face. Her earrings, the gross bump on her nose from that godawful piercer she shouldn’t have
trusted, her mousy hair with the home-applied highlights. She forced herself to look properly, searching for more confirmation. There, on her bare ankle,
was the scar from the escalator when she was seven. There was the burgundy nail polish she’d applied the other day.
Wait. This Rosie was wearing a nose stud, diamante to match the earrings. This Rosie had a tattoo next to that ankle scar, some sort of Latin script. This
Rosie’s toenails were neatly painted, professionally painted. Rosie had never done that good a job herself.
‘I’m hallucinating,’ Rosie said after a moment.
‘Not quite, pumpkin. Try again.’
Rosie squinted. This Rosie’s dressing gown was clean and fluffy. Hers, the one on the door, had a tea stain on it. This Rosie’s legs looked smooth and
hair-free. Hers were stubbly and contained no less than three plasters from her last attempt to get to grips with a safety razor.
‘This should help.’ Rosie—Other Rosie—pulled her phone from her dressing gown and handed it to Rosie. It was the interview from this morning,
already on Marcella’s social media.
There she was, chatting to the camera, relaxed as anything. The audio was down, but Rosie could see herself gesticulating, pointing down to her shoes and
laughing. The audience laughed, and so did Marcella.
‘One of fashion’s brightest young commentators,’ Marcella told the audience. ‘Give it up for Ridiculously Rosie!’ The camera panned round and Rosie
smiled at the camera. Her teeth were straighter than normal, Rosie was sure of it. Hang on. Was she—was she also thinner?
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‘Definitely an improvement, right?’ Other Rosie took the phone back and giggled. She had changed, into a pair of jeans Rosie had thrifted the week before,
and a jumper she’d never really liked. ‘You knew you couldn’t carry off that blazer without toning up.’
Rosie sank down onto the hall carpet. She dug her fingernails into the crook of her elbow until they drew blood. You weren’t meant to feel pain when you
were asleep, were you?
Other Rosie waved her phone, texting efficiently. ‘Oh, I got Jasmine’s number. And I remembered her name. It’s Jacqueline. We’re doing drinks on
Thursday.’
Rosie peered up, her gaze snagging on her jumper. It was less bobbly on this Rosie, less saggy. It looked cute, actually. So did the jeans. Rosie was going to
pass them on, because they gave her a muffin top, but this Rosie pulled them off. Even her socks seemed to match the rest of the outfit.
Rosie went into her bedroom, confirmed that the thrifted jeans were still in their bag, and picked up her own phone. She pulled up the interview, checking
for herself it was live. Holy shit. A hundred thousand views on YouTube alone. In, what, two hours? The Marcella effect was real. Rosie swiped to her
Instagram. There she was. Her latest post was a photo with Marcella in the dressing room, her blazer as well fitting as in the video, the nose stud glinting, her
hair sleek and neat. The caption read:
Such a pleasure to talk sustainable fashion and feminism with @marcellasophia this morning! Check out the interview on her channel and stay tuned for
BTS clips on my next vlog xxx
It was followed with a pink heart emoji, a dove emoji and several well-performing hashtags.
It was Rosie’s most-liked Instagram post ever. Several verified users had commented. Marcella herself, calling Rosie ‘a dove,’ plus a couple of beauty
influencers and a sustainable fashion blogger. Rosie had been following all of them for years. None had ever commented on one of her posts until now.
The blood on Rosie’s arm oozed down her wrist, congealing. She wiped it absently with a piece of her blouse and scrolled to her last post before that, one
she remembered making. This Rosie was also glossy and toned, in a still from her latest vlog.
It had taken Rosie two hours to prep for that video, and five to edit it. She was wearing Spanx, false eyelashes, tinted moisturiser and several layers of
Photoshop. She swiped to the post before that: a selfie taken in the local park. It had taken sixty attempts to get the lighting and the angle right, and even
then she’d added a filter.
The Rosie in the photograph winked and blew a kiss.
Rosie, Other Rosie, leaned around the bedroom door and patted Rosie on the head. ‘Stay here, sweet pea, and eat those pastries before they go cold. You
can’t really afford all the sugar, but I can, and I’ll be the one in the photographs from now on, so…by the way, you’re trending on Twitter for clapping back
at Piers Morgan over something to do with climate change. Wait, no, I’m trending on Twitter.’
Rosie stood on her bedroom carpet, amongst piles of shoes and camera equipment, fiddling with her shirt. She rubbed the crusty blood residue on her
arm. This was going to stain terri—
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Her blouse was completely clean.
Downstairs, the front door clattered open. She assumed Other Rosie was heading out to take photos, or scout locations for vlogs. That had been her plan
for the rest of the day. It wasn’t until she crept onto the landing that she realised her mum was home.
‘Hello, Rosie Ray,’ she heard her mother say. ‘How was the interview?’
‘Brilliant! Oh, Mum, you don’t need to carry those bags, let me do it—go and lie down. Have a sleep before dinner.’
Dinner with Grandma. How had Rosie forgotten? She knew they’d had a conversation about Grandma recently. She’d been supposed to get groceries on
the way home, but she’d told Mum she had to go location scouting and it was easier if she just went.
Rosie heard her mother shuffle up the stairs before she registered what that meant. How was she supposed to explain—?
‘Hi, Mum,’ she said, leaning back into the wall to let her mother pass by. ‘Look, this is weird, but—’
‘You couldn’t put the kettle on, Rosie, could you?’ her mother called down the stairs. ‘I got more tea bags.’ She made for her bedroom, wincing. ‘And bring
me a hot compress, if you wouldn’t mind? This leg.’
‘Of course, Mum, I’ll—’ Rosie stopped breathing. Her mother was leaning on the doorframe, pulling her ‘I’m in pain’ face.
Her arm had gone straight through Rosie.
‘Mum? Aisling. Mum.’ Rosie snapped her fingers in front of her mother’s face. Her mother yawned and padded into her bedroom, closing the door
behind her.
‘Mum!’ Rosie threw her phone at the wall.
It did not make a sound.
Rosie careened down the stairs, throwing herself into the kitchen. Other Rosie was unpacking bags, humming.
‘What did you do? How are you doing—doing—’ Rosie realised she was crying, but as she wiped her tears away, they evaporated.
‘Hm? I’m sorry, sweet pea, I can’t really hear you over the kettle. You’re fading out.’
Rosie threw a mug at Other Rosie’s head. Or rather, she tried to. She couldn’t pick it up.
‘What. Did. You. Do?’
‘Nothing. I did nothing at all. All this, Rosie Ray, was your hard work.’
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Isabella Lobo
So That Thy Days May Be Long
“Here princessa, go play.”
Her mothers hand held a crumpled grocery bag outstretched towards Estrella as she urged her to take it. She spoke without looking at the girl, her head
twisted to gaze at the commotion over her shoulder. Behind her, Estrella’s father slammed the car door shut and rushed inside the house with heavy,
conspicuous steps. All the while he mumbled to himself through clenched teeth, jumbled and hateful little words to match his erratic gait. When her father
was out of sight, her mother finally turned towards her, meeting the child’s expecting eyes.
“Take it, Estrella.”
She thrust the bag forward and Estrella quickly took hold of it. As her mother turned away, she gave the girl a weak smile, a faint one full of pained and
unacknowledged guilt, before running into the house. Estrella was left struck by it. She hadn’t seen an expression like it on her mothers face since she had
tightly held Estrella’s hand while her mother lay in her hospital bed, eyes tired and absent and filled with the same momentary shame.
When her mother had run inside, Estrella looked down into the bag. Inside there was a soccer ball, sleek and glimmering with newness. Estrella stared for a
moment at the ball, its lack of rips and tears differing from her old one, which had been worn with years of use. She thought of taking it out of the bag, of
dribbling it down the street to a friend’s house. The thought made her aware of the ache in her feet, of the persistent tiredness that had been chipping away
at her since the night before. She’d spent most of it diligently searching her neighborhood for her cat, Cerdo, who had escaped that day when her father
had stepped outside to take a phone call and had forgotten to close the gate. She supposed that was why the ball had been given to her, as an indirect
apology from him. It was an improvement from last night, when he had told her what had happened as he was preparing to leave.
“I’m sorry, Estrella.” His tired eyes looked into hers for a guilty moment as he spoke, before quickly averting his focus back to hastily buttoning his shirt.
“I’ll help you look for him later, I promise.” He said this while avoiding so much as glancing at her, only granting her a faint smile when his gaze caught hers
as he walked out the door. She knew the promise was empty as soon as he said it, knowing that he wouldn’t return until well after midnight. She didn’t
think twice about running from the house as soon as he left, a flashlight in hand and tears in her eyes.
As Estrella stood in the driveway, suddenly aware of the languor of her limbs, she realized that the backyard had been the one place that she hadn’t really
looked since Cerdo had escaped.
Part of her ached to walk far away from the storm that she felt stirring in the house her parents had just entered. Another part now struggled to keep her eyes
open, and pondered collapsing onto the concrete of the driveway, if only to get a few more minutes of sleep. She set the bag down and began walking to the
backyard, it serving as an unstable middle ground between her two alternatives. Perhaps there Cerdo would miraculously appear. After a night of tireless
searching he would be there, seated on the table, peacefully grooming himself in his malformed, one-eyed glory.
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Estrella opened the gate to a vacant backyard. As she slowly walked, she heard faint shouts and shuffling from deep within the house, and wondered just
how this one
would end. The fights mingled with her mothers fits were frequent enough to be expected over the past few months.
When her mother had returned from the hospital many months ago, the house had been filled with a tense relief, similar to letting out a breath that had
been held for too long. Her strange behavior stopped and she began working again, and life resumed with a normality so unfamiliar Estrella could have
sworn the period was a dream. The miserable exhaustion that had permanently fixed itself on her fathers face began to fade and Estrella spent stable time
with her mother. Perhaps most remarkably, a casual, sweet affection lingered between her parents as it had long before. Yet the time ended with the
abruptness and left the same incompleteness of a dream. Her mother lost her job, and her fits came back, so that the exterior of stability that she had built
began to crack and fall away with each loud and violent outburst. They were moments when her mother was a victim to her torment and nothing else,
overcome with fears that had no remedy and left drained of her old, beautiful vitality. There were even strange times when she would emerge from the
seclusion of her bedroom afterwards, her expression frighteningly absent and movements erratic - a shell of a body her mind had yet to return to. The dark
crevices on her fathers face returned and deepened with each double shift and chore and errand that her mother couldn’t complete until his demeanor
became detached and hardened even towards his little girl. Her parents each became equally frustrated with and resigned from the everyday routine of the
life that they had built together, the life that neither wanted to live any longer, until they could only treat each other as strangers chained together by
circumstance.
It was in the midst of that time that Estrella had Cerdo with her at nearly every moment. The cat was older than even Estrella herself, having been found by
her parents just after they’d married. Estrella became his companion of choice when she was born, so that Cerdo was her closest and most constant friend.
Many nights over the past months had been spent cradling him during her parent’s altercations, holding his beating heart close to hers as a sort of lifeline.
Estrella felt something inside her collapse when she realized he left, crushed by the innocent confusion of why he would ever do such a thing.
As Estrella stood, hearing her parents come quickly closer, she realized with dread that it would be the first time in her memory that she would bear them
without Cerdo in her arms. Estrella’s eyes grew heavy as her parents grew closer, and she felt her legs grow weak beneath her and she was forced by the
weight of her tired body down onto the grass. Her parents raced into their bedroom, their every step and shout audible through their open bedroom
window. The curtains were closed just enough over the opening to be unable to see the small child just beyond them, listening weakly in her haze of
exhaustion.
Her father stomped into the room, her mother close behind, muttering desperately to him as he scoured the place.
“Marcus, Marcus what are you doing? Marcus stop, Marcus please. Marcus, what are you doing? What are you doing? This is insane. You can’t do this, you
can’t leave, please. Oh God, please..., Marcus you can’t do this to me...M-Marcus stop. You can’t do this to me! All that I’ve done. Oh god, please don’t do
this. Please...Marcus, Marcus, Marcus! Please-“
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Her mothers scattered words escalated to shrill and childlike cries in minutes, perhaps seconds. They became intermingled with sobs, large and strangled
breaths of air mixed with cries of “Marcus,” until cries became screams.
This was unlike before. This time her father said nothing, making no attempt to restore the fracturing sanity of his wife as she shrieked and thrashed before
him. The only sound that could be heard from him were his heavy footfalls as he raced around the room, drawers frantically opening and closing.
Estrella could see through the small cracks of the curtain that mother followed closely behind him, desperately clasping at his arms, at his shirt. She gripped
the thin fabric until pieces of it tore, until the skin of his arms and shoulders was faintly red with the lacerations of her nails. He moved without
acknowledging her as he tried to pack a single bag, his expression as stern and removed as he could make it.
Her mother continued to sob, her cries so wrenching that some produced no sound, whilst others seemed to cause the walls of their home to shake on their
weak foundations. Tears streamed down Estrella’s face, and she felt no need to make a sound or to move in her growing tiredness. They fell naturally from
her, just as brooks and rivers flow effortlessly against the still earth. Estrella turned her face away from the window for a moment in her shock, her head
lulling to one side and her tears being flung onto the grass. She looked at the peaceful street beyond, savoring it’s momentary stillness as the shouts, like
sirens, rang in her ears. As she sat in her paralysis, her ears feeling as though they were on the verge of bleeding and her stomach beginning to churn with
violent sickness, she noticed something shift in the corner of her vision. It was a small and orange, a mass moving slowly through the neighbors yard and
approaching the street.
Estrella’s breath caught as it neared closer and closer, until she could have sworn she spotted the outline of a frail cat walking on frail limbs. She leapt up, the
commotion behind her so irrelevant in that moment that she didn’t realize that her parents had left the bedroom and that her father had made his way to
the garage. She heard something come from ahead of her, perhaps from the front yard, but it didn’t faze the girl as she began to run towards her
approaching hope on the horizon, towards the small orange creature that looked nearer and nearer each second.
Nothing fazed her until she reached the driveway at nearly the same moment her father’s car did, Estrella suddenly stopping just before she made contact
with the rear bumper. Her surroundings came back into view with the loud screech of tires on pavement and the sound of her mother’s stifled sobs in the
garage. She looked into the car’s front window in surprise, only to meet her fathers tired eyes for one last, brief moment. There was a subtle flash of
realization and of pained affection that ran through his eyes as he looked at fear on his daughter’s face, and they acknowledged each other for an isolated
moment. Before their wordless exchange could be complete, however, he quickly looked away. It was just as he had the night before, as if holding her gaze
for a moment longer was a dangerous distraction. The car was put back into gear and he made his way out of the driveway and raced down the quiet street
with a loud roar of the engine as he accelerated. He turned the corner and the car was out of sight, until soon the only sound that could be heard was
coming from her mother.
Estrella broke out of her shocked stupor and rushed to her mother’s side, where she sat in a heap on the ground and cried into the hands clasped over her
face. She held her mother’s head to her shoulder as her mother’s body shook with the weight of the aftermath, her red hands reaching down to weakly
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clutch Estrella’s. Estrella looked at her for a long moment, at the tears that now soaked the fabric of her shirt. Her mother’s cries finally became as silent and
as effortless as her daughter’s. She kept her eyes tightly closed, as if she were afraid to open them and see a world without her father. Estrella looked up at the
quiet street. It was empty and unmoving with the absence of both her father and Cerdo. There was no trace of the cat that she was sure had been walking
towards her, nor of her father, who must have been miles away by now. She didn’t know where either had gone, but was increasingly aware of what each had
left behind. She looked longingly into the street at the absence of what had been as she knelt in the mangled remains of what was left.
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Ivan De Monbrison
Three Poems
1.
The mountain is empty.
But nobody screams.
Your walk is already leading you elsewhere.
You have lost your wings while flying.
They are now burning in the fire that is slowly going out.
The light in your eyes,
and the boundless sky,
and then the earth falling
into a shoreless sea.
There are in the forest the fox, the crow and the shrew
who speak one and the same language.
And you, who still walk, without ever stopping,
you carry on your right shoulder
a little white rat
that that you have found one day somewhere,
and who has no name yet.
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2.
The village is still a bit further away.
But we won&#39;t stop to sleep there tonight.
Because of the summer heat, we’ll walk all night long,
going further and further away, aimlessly, until we get tired.
Still further away, you remember, in another country,
there is a cross in a forest,
and under this cross there is a corpse,
but its mind is still breathing,
it has a wound on the forehead,
the body sometimes shouts loudly,
but speaks softly in the dark.
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3.
The dream is in the canvas.
It lives out its own life.
A light in your pocket is round like a ball.
You take it out and throw it away.
It floats in the room and illuminates it all.
On the ceiling, in a corner, there is a little bat
which watches you as you write,
while outside an owl is silently hunting.
The plants have grown well in the garden.
Everything is green, yellow, red, blue,
as it is already spring.
And between the oak and the poppies
a child is sleeping alone,
with his eyes full of thoughts.
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Гора пуста.
Но никто не плачет.
Твои шаги уже ведут тебя с другое место.
Ты потерял крылья во время полета.
Сейчас они горят в огне которы медленно гнасет.
Свет в твоих глазах,
И бескрайнее небо,
А потом падающая земля
В безбрежном море.
В лесу лиса, ворона и землеройка говорят
на одном и том же языке.
А тебя, что ходит не останавливаясь,
ты носишь на правом плече,
Маленькая полностью белая крыса,
которую ты однажды где-то нашел,
И у которая еще нет имени.
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Деревня далеко.
Но мы не будем останавливаться,
чтобы спать там сегодня ночью.
Из-за летней жары
мы по-прежнему будем идти всю ночь,
Гулять все дальше и дальше,
бесцельно, пока не устанем.
Далеко, помнишь, в другой стране он
В лесу есть крест, а под этим крестом труп,
но его дух еще дышит, у него рана на голове,
он то кричит очень громко,
то тихо говорит в темноте.
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Мечта заключена в холсте.
Он живет своей собственной жизнью.
Свет в твоем кармане круглый, как мяч.
Ты берешь его и выбросишь.
Он плавает в комнате и освещает все вокруг.
На потолке, в углу, маленькая летучая мышь
смотрет на тебя, как ты пишешь ,
а снаружи тихо охотится сова.
Растения хорошо росли в саду.
Все зеленое, желтое, красное, синее,
потому что уже весна.
А между дубом маками спит один ребенок,
с глазами полными мыслей.
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Jaden Pierce
Eight Poems
THE BOY
The boy screams at me
Spit spurting out his mouth sloppily
Arguing that he is right
Like a little child
Claiming that he possesses the great eternal knowledge
And final judgement
Shuddering with shivers as he yelps
Compelling me to a soft tear
Leaving me just to nod my head
And seal my lips shut like a gate
As to not start a situation
Knowing that he is not
The God I worship
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PARADISE
There are so many variants in the world
And people don’t like others not like themselves
I don’t quite understand it
As it’s contrary to my nature
Music would be rather boring
If we all listened to the same old tune
Mischief plagues the streets
And Scrooges roam about seeking wealth
Money pollutes the earth
Breeding competition and enmity
Like dogs salivating for a bone
Drop me off on a deserted island
So I can rest in paradise
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CIVILIZATION
Civilized people are what we call ourselves
Despite the ricocheting bullets from the thundering gunshots
The train wrecks setting people ablaze
The murders committed by those lurking in the cover of the night
Existential crises averted as one is welcomed by the everlasting darkness
Life goes on no matter the cry
The preppy kids all gather in the boats
The hoodlums on the streets
The alcoholics fill the bars
Like Noah’s arc flooded the land
Civilization consists of many species
Not all I call humans
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BABOONERY
Sitting watching bottom feeders perform their baboonery
Like a tsunami striking the eyes
The crowd cheers with glee as I sit still as stone
Shocked by the foolery of jests
Money waved lavishly in the air for the masses to see
They throw their bodies around
Ass cracks splitting the pavement
I just remain on my stool
Despite my cries and pleas
That’s how life goes
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BOAT
I swear he doesn’t listen
Like his ears are plugged with beeswax
Despite all that I tell him
The same broken words depart from his mouth
An identity of absurdity I would use to define him
Meaningless conversation do we mutter
As if I’m talking to a brick wall
Lacking flavor and originality
People are rather drab in my opinion
Boring me so I leave my ringtone to answer
I long for a good night’s sleep
Or perhaps a boat to speed up the journey
Alas there are rushing waters and crashing waves
I’ve been awaiting them for some time
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SPARK
Advice not asked for but still given
Must be too careful with the words I say
Despite wanting to speak the truth
Of feelings and thoughts about the day
I see all the happy families picnicking
I just watch them from the plane
That seeks to take me away
Where others spill their knowledge
Intelligence is rather overrated though
I’d rather be oblivious to it all
For what I know doesn’t console the heart
It leaves me tossing and turning in the dark
As a rose petal weeps
And rope burns the skin clean off
I long for someone’s lighter
Perhaps they can give me a needed spark
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BIRTHDAY
I’ve come to realize why birthdays are celebrated
For it brings one closer to the end
As winter comes and plants decay
So too does this bag of skin
The game gets old after a while
Like picking up trash from the ground
The hands I use are stained and calloused
Without a sink to cleanse the flesh
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FENCE
The neighbors put up a fence
With signs claiming they don’t want dog shit on their lawn
I know the real reason though
They are afraid of others and their flaws
If we were good to each other
No barriers would be needed
But they need to secure their fortress
To sleep peacefully at night
The desire to acquire
Always wanting more than what we have
We are never truly satisfied
With competition reigning in our blood
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Joseph S. Pete
Infinite Recursion
The crow picked at the steaming carcass
on that winding ribbon of Dunes Highway
until the veteran sped by.
Disturbed in its solitary predation,
the dread bird tried to lift off with a beak full of entrails,
which plopped back down to the smoldering asphalt.
The grisly plunder brought the veteran back
to the torrid swelter of Iraq
where feral dogs roamed the sandy streets.
He knew where this highway had been,
could anticipate where it was going,
and wondered if it was all some unending loop.
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June Hyung Kim
Morning Duty
The alarm clock goes off in his room and uncle gets up from the bed. He tiptoes to the corner where the long mirror is hung, slowly moving his head down
and back up to fix his hair with his fingers. His eyelids are half-closed, eyes dark from the five hours of sleep. The room is chilly from the morning air
outside, the cold stiffening his feet. He doesn’t turn the heater up too high; the bill would be too expensive. He opens the window, with frost coating a thin
layer above the glass, fogging up from his warm hands.
He rubs his fingers on his shirt to get rid of the cold. Outside, the moon is setting over the buildings. He stretches his arm up and rubs the last bit of
drowsiness out of his eyes. He wears his usual clothes and gets ready to get to work, zipping a tight jacket with drooping trousers. After those years of
wearing the same shirt, the sleeves of the blue cloth were all worn out.
He rides his decade-old old sedan out of the apartment driveway and onto the highway leading out of the city. The road stretches parallel to the coast,
trucks, and vans running side by side with his car. On the way to his factory, he passes by an old lady sewing a piece of cloth on her veranda. Nothing else is
alive on the street, everyone is still in their beds, waiting for the sun to rise. Watching the sea reminds him of when he was a young boy on the alley back in
Busan, listening to the sounds of seagulls and watching the waves crashing against the bulwark. He watched boats leave the port every day and wished life
would stay like that forever.
After a while, uncle reaches the factory at the end of the long stretch of road, where the asphalt meets the concrete grounds of the workplace. His coworkers
drive in and walk inside the large building. They all wear blue jackets and helmets, tie shoelaces and drink from big bottles of water. In his rear-view mirror,
he can see the sun rising over the mountains. His children would have woken up by now, and his wife would have warmed up the food from yesterday.
Thinking of his family back at home waters his eyes, which he wipes with the end of his sleeves. He has been repeating this life for ten years, dreaming of
earning loads of money every day, buying his family a better house in the city and a better car to drive himself to work.
He parks his car and gets out of the door, stretching up to the sky after getting crammed in the tiny car for an hour. As he walks into the factory building, he
sees the dark faces of other workers around him, the corner of their mouths pointing down, dark patches clear under their eyes. Another day broke, another
day of hard work for his family - he would be home by nightfall.
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Karen Lethlean
Amniotic Fluid
Sam Davis fed a hose into a ditch behind his house and watched dirt turn from brown to black. He moved his feet in mud and twisted his body until he'd
sunken in, and water up to his ankles. Best thing for Sam. He is fifteen years old and unaware this would be the last year of his life, well in its present form,
anyway. But for now, all he desired was to concentrate on ground granules resembled tiny fingers grabbing at his toes.
“We do have water restrictions, you know. Are you watering those plants not teaching them to swim?” His mother’s scathing criticism.
“Sorry, guess I just slipped into another world.”
“Regressing to your toddler water-playing stage more likely.”
On any afternoon it wasn’t unusual for mum to not be around, when Sam got home from school. He could eat, shower, and contemplate garden spaces,
without her ‘supervision’. Always something to graze from either fridge or cupboards. Seeing as mum was off her diet now, she’d given up hiding any
‘special treats’. Now what to drink? But before his second cruise past possible food sources and almost before a third mouthful was finished. His tie barely
loosened, his bag only just slumped behind the kitchen door, Sam’s father materialized. He looked flustered and glowed with sweat even though it wasn’t
warm outside.
“GP has sent her straight to hospital. I’m just here to pick up a few things. Grab your stuff.”
“Must be bad?”
Strange as it might seem Sam knew about his mother’s toilet preoccupied, something he blamed on living in a one-bathroom house, especially when ‘bog’
zones were only across a narrow hall from Sam’s room. More than once he got out of bed and shut his door, but some of her moans and groans still
penetrated. Sam knew you couldn’t muffle all toilet noises because when family members gathered on the back deck anyone could tell, from water noises,
when you took a leak.
Alright so Sam was privy to things he felt a kid shouldn’t be, maybe he should talk to someone about this, but who? And would he? For all he knew every
mother encountered similar battles to ‘drop a log’.
Mum went into self-diagnosis, usually via Google, so Sam knew she’d already seen all sorts of ‘quacks’ and taken all kinds of (as Sam liked to call them) - shit
shifters. Lately his Mum often well and truly ensconced in bathroom areas most mornings with limited sound effects, so he thought things were happening
more easily for her. Not his place to ask anyway. Mums were aware of contents of your nappies, yep, a given, but a fifteen-year-old son asking about his
mum’s bum action just a little past an appropriate talk line.
Shuffle of electronic doors being open, plastic mats, vinyl floors, his school shoes made clumping noises as we walked down hallways. Coloured strips
reminded Sam of directional guides on computer games. Polished hospital floors looked wet. They waited in silence in an area called “Family room”
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according to signs over a door. At this point any sensations of familiarity were as absent as sword toting ninja warriors. Out of date magazines nested on low
tables.
This greyish-yellow slab of human flesh can’t be his mother. She looked frail and old, her movements weak and everything seemed to smell of antiseptic. All
sorts of tubes featured heavily, liquid drawn both in and out. His dad vanished to try and pin down medical staff for - as Dad called it - a ‘real update.’ Sam
left to stare at mum’s prone figure before him.
Useless hands lay at her sides. Sam noticed her wedding ring still encircled with surgical tape. Would some low-life member of surgical crews really attempt
to remove jewellery? If something bad happened, whose job would it be to take tape off and release someone’s wedding ring? How bad would things need
to be? Come on, Sam get a grip, you’ve started to panic. Wedding rings get removed after divorces, or when someone…
Sam reached out for her hand. A monitor clip on her second figure, and he thought reminded him of a large peg. Having this on her hand, did it hurt her?
He slid his thumb and finger inside her slightly curled palm. “don’t die, mum….” Tears slid over his face, he brushed them away before they dripped on her.
And made sure he looked over his shoulder just in case dad materialised and saw him being such a sop.
Dad bound to say something like; “it will be alright now, mate.” But looking at mum like this meant Sam’s instincts were telling him this was way bad;
nothing would ever be the same again. And what if she did die, people didn’t just get sent from Dr Bob’s to emergency surgery for simple things? Sam
rattled his brain for what type of ward his mum now laid on to try and figure out what (word he’d heard used in movies) her prognosis? Gynaecology? And
problems to do with girly bits or Oncology and matters were then much more sinister?
A doctor arrived. White coat, name tag, slightly balding, crinkled hair, looked foreign. Sam ticked off features without really identifying a name. Dr
Whoever reached out an open hand. He shook hands and greeted Sam like another adult. Even though nervousness meant Sam’s palms were sweaty damp.
“Removal of bowel sections…it’s a major operation, but not terribly complicated, she should be fine. Things should start to work again soon.” Sam hated
how he talked over her prone form as if this person only existed as some sort of project being worked on, rather than a human with feelings and emotions,
his mother.
Such a remark about his mother’s condition embodied magnitude. As important as a sound bite to be used on television news or making sure to turn
shower taps off properly. A big thing, a responsibility doctors shared, man to man. Some sort of lead-in game instructions to be kept in mind as you played.
Knowledge doctors passed on and would in turn need forwarding onto his father, and other family members.
Hospital visits became a habit; Sam always tried to bring some flowers from home gardens. But sometimes they got lost amongst other bouquets.
First day back home, his mother spent more time in the toilet than on her bed. Only appearing for a moment, ashen faced and bent double in pain. While
she behind a closed-door Sam could hear tell-tale vomit noises and felt useless to ease her obvious suffering. No way she was better or anywhere near cured.
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As much as he looked forward to this homecoming, Sam knew nothing would go back to before. Why send her home in such a state? Didn’t they
understand this was his mum?
Lately Sam lived in the past. He remembered one Christmas his uncle brought a new girlfriend to meet extended family. Wanting to impress and perhaps
get a glimpse of her breasts through a wet shirt rather than light cotton one she wore, out came water pistols. First direct hit sent entire family scurrying in
different directions. Nan and Pop went straight inside where they could watch action from dry safety. His father stood and looked as if he about to hurl
abuse, but behind his annoyed face lurked edges of a smile. Mum surprized Sam, instead of taking flight she located a bucket, took control of garden taps
and single handily responsible for rescuing afternoon hours out of a soon to be asleep doze into a major water fight. As a result, spare clothing was
borrowed. Plus, water pistols became pre-Christmas gift of choice and sales of water balloons went up alarmingly for several years. After lunch water fight
became a tradition with everyone on edges of anticipation all through multiple seafood choices and various glazed deserts. Even taking second base to pop’s
attempts to ignite Christmas pudding’s brandy flambé. You never quite knew at which moment mayhem with water would erupt. Or what would pre-empt
dashed flights to weapons of choice, but you knew enviably Christmas gatherings would explode into random squeals, multiple drenching, and a battle
royal for control of tap, bucket, or hose.
Now essential liquid around home was dosed out from a chemo pump. His mother wired up to this clicking, buzzing machine for a few days each month.
Like some sort of energy source which charged your avatar before you could play advanced levels.
Once mini-tap connections where these chemicals entered her body began to leak. She noticed skin blistered like an acid burn. Sam needed to call
neighbours to take her back to hospital. Even he blinked with amazement about how quickly they transitioned Emergency because she mentioned being a
Chemo patient. Some privileges to having your lives interrupted by big C.
“Makes you aware of how poisonous those chemicals are they pump into your body.” She said afterwards. Yes, he agreed, how stupid they can put them
into your blood, but you mustn’t get them on skin surfaces. Once they were sure everything functioned properly and ran through respective tests to make
sure toxic slush did its job. Darkness settled got so late she was admitted overnight.
“Jeez, mate, sorry you had to be a witness. You’d think these professions would be able to get connections right. If I did that with stuff out from my
Hardware shop, I’d get sacked. And that’s only hose fittings; these idiots are working with people not reticulation equipment.’
Sam could only nod in reply.
Dad brought take-aways, again.
All mum did was flake out on lounge which put an end to companionable hours, with everyone sharing couch spaces in front of television.
Much talk about how good her hair did not fall out. However, Sam saw skin through her curls, knew her hair, hanging on by tiny strands, thin, extremely
so, not that baldness developed, but like his sports teacher who’d with a bad transplant job, where scalp showed. His mum tried to hide the hairbrush with
its tangle of thin golden threads some nesting Magpies would love. Strands from his mum’s head were all over home like a dog moulting. He felt guilty
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because his hair seemed to suddenly grow thicker as if what she lacked Sam magically gained. And she didn’t possess energy to shampoo her hair properly.
Sam reckoned this was because she’s afraid of a soaped-up-proper-lathered-wash. Such scrubbing would make hair fall out, for sure. No mum, you aren’t an
eggshell blonde, walking advertisement of Chemo treatment, but don’t push things.
A whole new range of tasks previously her sole domain required delegated. Things like washing and ironing school shirts. But it wasn’t possible for her to
just hand over control. No, she would often comment from deck zones.
“Hang that out by the bottom….it is going to rain, go and get the clothes off the line.” Alright she spoke a little like his mum of old, but now she more like a
pale drill sergeant screaming orders, heavily inclined towards hysterical tears if smallest things went wrong. If he used the wrong colour pegs or put tap
instead of distilled water into the iron and she’d react as if everyone required being sent to gas chambers.
“Lighten up; it’s only a cake mix.” Sent her shuffling down the hall to barricade herself in the bedroom for over an hour.
Sam found it hard to get out of bed, to face school; exams didn’t seem to be important anymore. Mum used to help him heaps, especially for Art, even
though one time he got angry because her assistance meant a major re-drawing, eventually worked out better. Only thing which sent Sam to school included
thoughts sick mum hovered and asked, “what’s wrong?”
If word got out, he’d be told to speak with teachers and year advisors. Bound to treat him differently. Why would he go and book a session with a
councillor? They’re for kids with mental problems.
Not sleeping well Sam wandered around home, always in socks, no need to wake others. Spent wee small hours he found himself gazing at a fish tank as he
watched ripples and air bubbles. If I were a fish everything would be fine, he thought. They just swim about, little neon stripes catching dim night lights.
But a fish, an imaginary leap too much of a stretch. What if I were a girl, I could talk to everyone? He reached out his hand, touched glass’s smooth
dampness. Smash it, go on, who has aquariums these days, then you can get a chunk and slit your wrists. Mix blood and water all over their lounge room.
Sam pictured a Ninja warrior seated in darkness with his sword, ready to pick it up and thrust it into his stomach. All formal in ceremonial robes kneeled
ready for an ending. Sam tried to block out all this, often not successfully, but at least he tried. Times when he wished; someone should rescue him, if I were
a Princess in Mario Brothers, someone would salvage me, but shook his head, tumbled those thoughts out, too girly to stick.
Back and forth to hospital rooms they all went. Always there first week of each month for what seemed like forever. Sam began to forget what life was like
without these trips to oncology wards, what friends he’d before other chemo patients and some of nurses became familiar faces. Not frequently enough for
Sam, familiar faces emerged among nursing staff on shift, and they always reminded him of how gravely ill his mother was, like he needed to be told over and
over. Encouraged him to bring her cups of cold water, “make sure she drinks plenty…”. Yet they never saw him wash tears from his face.
Even Nan heard to talk about nearly loosing ‘little sis’ to big brother uncle.
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Yet another adult conversation, this time with Uncle Peter, Sam called a drifter, in and out, barely a permanent of his family, like a fellow game player; never
really helping, just there. Sam sometimes felt he only heard half facts, remainder gleaned surreptitiously while his eavesdropping skills were being perfected.
Like how you learnt a new game.
“Latest blood tests are all clear.”
Fantastic, everything would get rosy again, back to how things were. But then Sam remembered messages gleaned from leaflets no one saw him take home.
…it can be scary to leave protective cocoons of doctors and nurses.
who supported you through treatment...lingering feelings of sadness?
and anger can interfere with daily life...So take time to acknowledge,
fear, grief, and loneliness you’re feeling right now....
As Sam thought about his mum’s cancer treatment, for almost a year’s worth of blood tests, relationships with all sorts of medicos, nurses, radiologists’
specialists and now this troop of people said to his mum – “you are fine again now, go away and don’t come back for a year.”
Soon enough he found mum in tears yet again. “I just don’t know what to do with myself. Yes, the blood test is clear…but what if it comes back…”. Why
okay for her to cry, but if he for one second let his guard down, all hell would break loose?
Yes, Sam’s life irretrievably changed. Sooner or later, he would crash out, too hard on this level of life’s game.
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Logan Teichmann
Exit
Robert Johnson
I sit here a desolate and forgotten desert, haunted by the bitterness of years lost. The forms and figures from days long gone obstruct my vision with such
viridity as to be more real than that which is literally before me.
Proof: I hold the pen in my hand, and I write on the paper. I should be here and now. I should be am – I should be in my study to write this will. But no.
No, the vision of the pen now has taken me. I am was - transported back to that pen. I am then. Writing a note. It is and was for her. If I could go back! Or
better, I might force this wretched past to release me. No. Not for me. No, of course not. The breath slices into my lungs.
The fantastic final form. It has set itself on me. Set itself on stalking me until the fatal inescapable task of pouncing and dooming me, trapping me eternally
inside. Surely, it can’t be so!
Am I to spend the rest of it forced inside the terrors I hoped living would take me far from? There are no golden years. They are black and carcinogenic.
Ruined by the concrete knowledge that I am here and nearing the end of my only, lonely, and wasted trip.
But her memory is present. The phantom. She laughs, and I prepare to exit my stage. She’s already gone. How does she laugh at me? How could this be
comical? Get behind me! I refuse the haunting. No more on this night or any other. Goddamn her to hell.
I must set myself. Forward. The past will have me when I can no longer move. I’ll be lost to it then, but my muscles still have some life. I grip the pen and
grit my teeth. Here is what I have. Perhaps my last act.
I, Robert Johnson, being of sound mind and deteriorating spirits, do hereby make this declaration to be followed in the event of my undying death and final
demise. This will be my last will and testament. Let it be known, the entirety of my estate and assets are to be given to a cast of undeserving characters. The
land, the mansions, the stocks, and the rest of it are to be given as moral vultures would surely see fit. I have long been a slave to their will so why should I
break free in death? Let the parasites have the spoils. Here is the fastidious choice for “morality”. They earned nothing, but let them have it. She should be
damned for her scorn but give her my millions. So be it! I will be blamed for lack of provisions no more. I leave it all to her and my daughter.
The conquered,
Robert F. Johnson
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That was what I managed - then a scream - it took me. Death. Rude bitch. I was not done. There were scores to settle. Goddamn it all. Still, she took me.
Elliot Wortham
Only the deaf and dumb bats wheeling around didn’t hear about it. That’s about half of ‘em. Not me though. I got my ears. La-di-da, yes fancy me. I heard
about it. So what? That’s why we’re here, honey. That’s what I’d say if anyone asked.
He was here for a month. What’s the hullabaloo?
No, he was never friendly to me but that’s common. So much gossip about him: a laundry list of it. The deaf ones are lucky, I say.
My whole life I’ve heard it. Think you can get away from it here? It doesn’t matter where or when you are – if you’re with people, there’s gossip. We’re a
catty bunch. He wasn’t so unredeemable. I don’t imagine so anyways. God’s sake, he kept to himself. There’s something to that. So much money too. I
suppose he could have flouted that. Some of us may have been drawn in.
Some of us may have been drawn in by how he left too! My God. It wasn’t near me, but I still heard it. Thrusting into my ears. Stab. Ooh ouch. Maybe I’ll
go out with just a smidge more grace. I’d abhor making that scene.
Not that it matters. I’m alone here too. Like him but a little different. Always a little different. He could have been social. The cows would have embraced
him.
But life as a true loner sticks to you. That’s the destiny of an iconoclast. It’s an impossible scent to remove. If it were possible, well I have taken more than
enough sponge baths to wash it off by now, honey. It doesn’t matter. I don’t fit at their meals, orgies, or soirees.
I’m much too “unnerving” for them. They can’t even stand my smile. After all this time, mother’s words ring true. “Eli! Quit that smiling! It’s queer!”
Queer eyed Eli. My bones shiver when I remember the chants. Those rowdy neighborhood boys. I ended that. I became Vinegora! Large, luscious, and
precious.
To the caretakers, I’m Eli. It was the name I gave when they rolled me in. More than 50 glorious years gone since I answered to that name. It was an
adjustment, but Vinegora is gone. Names are nearly beyond me so none of it much matters. I’m nearly beyond everything; even the gossip.
How do I let it bother me? When I’m gone, they’ll be silent. I won’t get the camera crews covering my leaving like Mr. Johnson did. Oh, and God help me if
I go out today. Right after him? I wouldn’t register a blip on their radar. That’s why I needed to return to Eli. Because Vinegora’s death should have them
talking, sweetheart! Vinegora was big news! If she were to… well, she wouldn’t. She didn’t. That’s why she’s gone. It was the only way for her. No death for
that buxom beauty, just a censure from a history she was too large to fit into.
Now I’m left as Eli. Sometimes the people smile at me as I pass. There are some good ones. It’s easy to smile at the last stop. How many smiled during the
journey? Research would be needed to answer that. I’m not interested in the answers.
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Funny, after all this time, I don’t know what I was. I lived it. I was reckless and ridiculous, and I never quite figured it out. I like that. Maybe they were right.
“Confused.”
I’m proud of it. Sure, it didn’t need to hurt like it did, but there’s ecstasy in pain. Goddesses, I loved the ecstasy! That was it. A burst of pleasure that broke
through everything and enraptured you beyond this pitiful plain of existence. The ecstasy that - Oh Yes! The ecstasy…
Sarah Smalling
Fuzzy bright yellow cotton dress smells like cinnamon and I am warm now.
Here is the world.
Careful- it’s leaving.
Back. Ah, there. Nice. Warm warm warm warm.
A laugh, a smile, and tears. It’s ok. I am here. Always here.
Not a reflection, but close. Close! Not an it, not my twin. Close. More movement.
It’s nice. Very nice. Here with her.
She is happy. There is pain, but she is happy.
I smile too.
I think so.
Mumble mumble mumble.
She means it.
She is good, and I did well.
Cinnamon.
Remember remember remember remember.
Not always cinnamon.
Soft flesh and warm honeymilk.
Yes, yes.
Now cinnamon.
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Feel her on me.
Rough but remember remember –
soft. Yes. Still warm. Always sweet.
Yes yes.
No no.
The world gets up.
It is gone.
I cry.
I breathe.
Just buzzing now.
Bzzzzzzzzzzzzzz.
No buzzing.
Darkness.
Now soft.
Now buzzing.
Light.
The world is back.
I see now.
Deep blue necklace and a white t-shirt.
Click clack click clack.
No cinnamon today.
Salt water and cigarettes.
Where is the warm honeymilk? She is sad.
There is pain, and she is sad.
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Mumble mumble mumble.
The pain shoots through me.
CRACK! BANG!
Why is it here?
I do not want it here.
The world is still here.
I close my eyes,
now I smell cinnamon.
Click clack click clack click.
No more cinnamon.
Just buzzing now.
BZZZZZZZZZZzzzzzz.
No buzzing.
Now soft.
Now buzzing.
Light.
More pain because it is here.
Ooh so much pain.
The world is here too.
She cannot help.
I squeeze her. She used to squeeze me.
Chipped fingernails.
MUMBLE MUMBLE MUMBLE.
Shadows around me.
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Ouch!
Stabbed now.
Less pain.
mumble mumble mumble
darkness.
Soft, dry, and bland is on my tongue.
“Swallow.” “Good.”
Shake no.
Soft, dry, and bland again.
“Last one. Swallow.”
It is in me.
It moves.
Where is cinnamon?
Where is the warm honeymilk?
I hear her.
I do not smell her.
There she is.
Black sweater.
Look at me. Please, look at me.
I am scared.
There are more than just her.
What is it?
They mumble to me. They are crying.
My world is crying.
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Look at me. I am smiling.
I think so.
I squeeze her hand.
She is soft again, and I carry her around.
It is ok. Momma has you.
You are good. I will not let it get you.
No more mumbles. No more buzzing. No more cinnamon.
Eddie Woodson
“Wake up!” I shout to myself. I’m staring at the clock and tapping my fingers in anticipation. 5 minutes till Michael comes by. “Do not be a corpse!” I’m
begging myself. There’s time for that later.
I sit up in the little bed and wince. Holy shit it hurts. I grit my teeth and practice laughing through the pain. Get comfortable. Get where you don’t need to
move once he is here. Yes, I’m dying. That’s nothing. I’m a fighter. Make him believe it. No pain. You are fine!
I’m supposed to avoid excitement, but that’s hard knowing Michael is visiting. I’m anxious for him to get here. It’ll be nice to talk to someone - that’s all
you do with Michael. I hope he can get my mind off this place.
He shoots into the room like a rocket- smiling like a damn fool. He’s dressed in his Sunday best. I wonder how many ‘goddamns’ he’d have to bite down if
he went to a sermon.
“My man.” I croak.
“Goddamn! My man! Look at you!” He beams.
Guess I’m playing this dying thing off pretty cool.
“And what the fuck are you wearing?” I ask.
“What the fuck are you wearing?” He shoots back. “Polka dot dressed mother fucker.” He rocks his head and claps his hands before sitting next to me. His
eyes shine.
“You need to know that this is a very stylish get-up around here. We’ve got an award show next week, and everyone has been asking for my stylist’s number.”
My organs ache, but I grin.
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“Yeah, I know that’s right. Well, the dress don’t look too bad. It distracts people from that big ol’ goddamned nose of yours.”
My eyes roll and he laughs. He inches closer to me and pulls up a seat right next to my monitor. Beep Beep. It’s a constant reminder that I’m still alive.
“That’s the worst part about this whole thing. My nose could always smell everything. But, it all smells terrible here. I mean, I smell like death. Except for
when I shit myself. Then I just smell like shit. Then everyone else is damn near 90 so they’ve got that awful old folks smell. The one we used to hold our
breath to avoid at your grandma’s place, and just when it can’t get worse, you walk in showered in that 5-cent cologne. I should have told the doctors to just
put me out. Get a firing squad. Having my skin torn apart by bullets doesn’t seem too bad compared with all this. I’m almost jealous of Stevie.”
We’re both really laughing now. Genuine. Beep Beep. He’s happier than usual. That’s saying something. He’s probably the first person to visit me here and
be really actually happy. That’s Michael though. Doesn’t he know I’m dying?
“What’s going on with you?” I ask him. He removes his hat and flashes another ten dollar smile.
“Shit, you know I love laughing about Stevie getting shot. But nah, that’s not it… We sold it.”
“You what?” I sit up despite knowing better. Don’t wince at the pain. Beep.
“We sold it, motherfucker. This morning. Signed for 13 episodes.”
I’m speechless, but Michael is too damn happy to notice so he keeps bragging.
“Sat down with the network, and goddamn it, they told us they loved it. Said it was just what they needed to stay fresh - whatever those old white fuckers
know about fresh. But they’re giving us everything. Money for more writers, a professional camera crew, and we’re going to bring in a few real actors to help
out – do some reshoots on the pilot.”
“Reshoots?” I sit up more and pay the price. The pain makes itself visible. Don’t cry. Michael frowns, but it’s over in a second. Beep Beep. Beep.
“You good? Come on. We can’t have a pilot with you in it. You were one of the main characters. We’re going to switch actors in-between episodes and the
audience isn’t going to know? Come on. Get the fuck out.” Michael is shaking his head at me.
I want to argue, but he stops me.
“You’re still getting your percentage. And if the show outlives you, your family or whoever you want gets your percentage. And we’re keeping your name in
the credits. And if a documentary ever gets made, hell, all of the original cast and crew is gonna tell everyone who the most important person in making that
pilot was.”
My eyebrows raise at all that. “Got it all planned? Glad my death won’t inconvenience any of you lucky bitches.”
“That’s sweet of you.”
We laugh some more. The heart rate monitor keeps beep beep beeping. I feel nauseous but don’t do anything about it. You can throw up when he leaves, I
remind myself.
“I’m happy for y’all. Sad for me, but happy for y’all.”
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“That’s about how I feel, man. Goddamn, I hate it. You, dying right when your career is taking off… Are they sure about that whole diagnosis? Shit, maybe
it’s all in your mind. Maybe, I check you out of this hospice shit and you live another 40 years helping me to write exactly what the ‘network needs’.”
He keeps flashing his grin. I’m tired and hurting. I could die right now, and it wouldn’t darken his spirits. “Or maybe you get stuck having to remove my
corpse from your car.”
“Maybe. You want to find out? I can get a new car now anyways. Network money.” He pats me on my shoulder a little too hard, and I grimace.
“Shit, man. I’m sorry. You know I’m bad with this. You good?”
“It’s all good. I’m straight. Haven’t even been able to think about myself lately. So much commotion around here.”
“I’ve been reading about that! Crazy shit. Like goddamn, I understand you being in this shit hole, but why the fuck was Robert Johnson in a place like
this?”
Michael leans in expecting me to give him some secret I’m privy to because me and the old man are in the same beep graduating class.
“I got no fucking idea.” He leans back disappointed. “But you know his room was right below mine, right?”
“Get the fuck out of here!” Michael rocks back then scoots forward to the edge of his seat. “You and him get the same longitude and latitude on your death
certificates? That’s special.”
“I don’t know if they put those on there, but if they do then hell yeah. Can’t believe we haven’t talked about this shit. He woke me up when he died. Or
when he was dying. Screaming at the top of his lungs, ‘NOTARY! NOTARY! GET ME A FUCKING NOTARY’ Then, ‘AHHHH’ For like 3 minutes.
Then nothing. I thanked God when he finally stopped.”
“You thanked God when he died?”
“I didn’t know that’s what I was thankful for at the time, but hell yes I did. That man was annoying. I’ll go out with some dignity.”
“What’s dignity going to do for you when he kicks your black ass the first day you show up in heaven?”
My body can’t take much more laughter, but I fight through it. Michael is having a ball. He always finds a reason to laugh. I used to. I miss it.
His laughs run out of gas. He asks me, “Hey, he didn’t shout out who the fuck that ‘her’ in the letter was did he?”
“Oh yeah. Damn, I can’t believe I forgot to tell you. Between shouting for that notary he yelled out, ‘the woman I’m talking about is Mrs. Clarke! Michael is
my son. Give him my money.”
Michael’s head is shaking back and forth. He wipes a tear from his deepset golden brown eyes.
“Goddamn it, man. I’m glad you’re doing ok. We’re going to do some cool stuff for you with the show. I want to change your character’s name to Eddie.
Everyone agreed too. Then we’ll end every episode with an ‘In Remembrance’ to you. And then I don’t know. We’ll ask some of the new and smartass
writers what to do, but we’ll think of something.”
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I hold back from crying like I want to and force a big grin to dam the tears. “You’ve been good to me, Michael. Damn, I hope I can stay alive to see that first
episode. I know y’all are going to kill it. If I can’t make it that long, then at least long enough to read the scripts. Tell you where you fucked up.”
“Yeah, the show will miss you. If the network calls, don’t tell them you’re dying. We don’t want them knowing the only talent we had is off the project.”
“I’ll do my best.”
“Man, you know what I need to do?”
I shake my head.
“I need to run downstairs and yell at those reporters. ‘Stop reporting on this shit! Eddie Woodson is dying upstairs! Funniest and smartest motherfucker
you’ll ever get to meet.’ Who the fuck cares about that dead old piece of shit?”
“Guess you want his angel to kick your ass too? It’ll be alright. Let it go is what I keep telling myself. Besides, I just decided on my legacy.”
“What do you mean? What did you decide?”
“The cowboy detective.”
“Get the fuck out of here!” He almost falls out of his chair.
“Wait up, wait up. Just try to work it into something. I’m telling you that shit is funny. It’s before its time. If you’re still making stuff in 20 years, you make
that cowboy sketch. It’ll kill.”
“20 years? Alright. Hopefully in 20 years I’ve built up enough credibility to afford that piece of shit.”
Michael’s phone rings, and he holds up his finger to let me know it’ll only be a second. I grip my chest in agony… beeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep.
Mary Smalling
“Have I told you the story of the world’s first suicide? No, I didn’t think so. It was right after the first death. After the snake and the fruit, Adam and Eve
settled on God’s mountain. They made themselves a home there. Everynight Adam and Eve would retire to a tent they made. Eve usually woke up before
Adam. She’d rise and spend time with the children. That was her morning routine. Despite God’s curse, she gave birth to a lot of them. They became the
first life named by woman.
Cain, Abel, and all the other children played. Eve watched. One morning, it all came to halt with the sound of a great and terrible cry. The noise was from
her tent, and she ran behind her children as they went to see why Adam screamed. Unfortunately, once they arrived, the screaming had stopped.
By the time Eve entered the tent, the young ones had already seen it. They stood silent and motionless around the body that just that morning was Adam.
Then it was only a body. Eve walked between her children and kneeled down. Confused, she poked the body. It remained as motionless as the children. She
grabbed its shoulders and shook it desperately, but it could not do other than what Eve made it.
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Eve ceased trying to bring Adam to life, and slowly, the children approached. They did not understand it, but no one wanted to cause excess damage. Each
found a place and touched the body gently. Several hands were on his arms and legs. Cain put two fingers on the neck without knowing why while Abel
tapped just above the heart. The family stayed that way for a long moment. No one daring to disturb the body too greatly.
None of them said a word, but they all held onto the same thought. They waited on the mouth’s edges to stretch towards its ears and the fingers to grip the
palms. They anticipated life to return. For two days they waited beside the body.
When the sun rose on the third day, they left. One by one they removed their hands from Adam’s body until only Eve was left. She kept her hand where it
had been: on the rib cage. She watched the chest and remembered its rising and falling while her head lay on it each night. She looked at the groin and
remembered the movements that connected them. Tears fell from her face and watered the arms that used to surround her.
For all of her existence she had been continuously remade as one with this body. It had made it so, but it could do this no longer. Eve pounded on the chest
that no longer rose or fell. She put her arms around the body, but the body did not do the same. She got on her feet and lifted it, but it could not stand.
Eve looked back to the ribs. She had been there once. Hoisting it upon herself, she walked the body out of the tent. She grunted and cried as she moved it
with her. Her arms felt as though they were on fire and her knees buckled with every step.
Through the burning tears she saw her children watching. They looked in stunned silence as she waddled with backbreaking determination to the edge of
the mountain with the body draped around her. Her nose ran and blood burst from her bottom lip as she bit into it. The body remained a lifeless puppet.
She looked at her children then to the ground so far below.
She knew. It would join them again. With her knees shattering, her back splitting, and her shoulders giving out, Eve hoisted herself and the body off the
edge. The children moved forward and looked at their motherfather’s bones, blood, and flesh scattered across the ground below - It was impossible for them
to know what was Eve and what was Adam.”
Aunt Ruth stared into her work and rocked back and forth as she finished her story. She knit the entire time she told it, and she kept doing so. She glanced
up from the nearly completely blanket to look at Mary.
Mary eyed her with a befuddled expression. Her thumb and pointer finger squeezed her bottom lip as they always did when she thought something over.
Her right eyebrow rose when she thought she understood, but lowered again when she realized she didn’t. Eventually she exhaled in exasperation, “What
does that have to do with anything?”
Aunt Ruth’s hands and fingers maintained a malleable motion on her needles and the magenta yarn. Mary wanted to be more agitated, but her eyes fell to
the clockwork bonding of the fabric, and she was calmed.
“You get it.” Aunt Mary mused aloud as the blanket grew. “If you’re not careful, you’ll repeat Eve’s sin.”
The consistent coming together of the cloth put Mary in a trance. “And what sin is that?” She asked absentmindedly.
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Aunt Ruth’s seemingly eternal smile softened. She pinched for another string, but her fingers missed their mark leaving nothing between her thumb and
pointer. “Destroying herself over something she did not and could not understand.”
Aunt Ruth tried to continue her knitting. However, again her fingers missed their mark, and she was left with nothing. “Damn it all.” She cursed as she set
the nearly finished blanket, needles, and yarn down on the table beside her rocking chair.
Mary was able to make eye contact again and did. “I don’t know if I’m destroying myself, Aunt Ruth. I’m just trying to wrap my mind around it.” She
squeezed her bottom lip hard.
Aunt Ruth gazed into Mary’s deep brown eyes and frowned. She missed having something to do with her hands, but she knew to give them a rest when
they refused to cooperate. Instead, she began rocking back and forth with a bit more force. “You can’t, Dear. Your mom had her reasons, but you can’t get
them anymore.”
Mary’s eyes filled with water, but she forced her eyelids down to keep from letting any out. If her aunt couldn’t explain it, maybe it was hopeless.
“Can’t you tell me anything?” She asked as her voice fell apart.
Aunt Ruth softly shook her head. It hurt her to see the girl like this, but she didn’t have the answers. Even if she did, they wouldn’t help much. They
wouldn’t give her what she really wanted. Nothing could give Mary more time with her mother.
“The only thing I know is that your mother had her reasons, and she did not want that man in your life. Even at the end, in her state, she knew she disliked
him. The day of her meltdown, that was the day he checked in. She never told me much, but I knew she hated him.”
Mary’s hands folded over her lap. She bit her bottom lip and lowered her head. Drops of water fell on the smooth concrete driveway beneath her feet.
“I don’t get it. I don’t get anything! Mom is gone. Apparently, my father is dead, and – there’s that will- but I don’t get anything. Did she want that? Me
with nothing.” Mary asked before she sobbed.
More water fell to the concrete. Mary trembled. A breeze came and tried to take her long brown hair with it, but Mary remained put - her tears watering the
ground around her.
Aunt Ruth stopped rocking and stood up. She took two steps and stood next to the girl. Mary remained seated and hunched over with her eyes on the
patterns emerging from her tears. Aunt Ruth placed her hand on Mary’s back and gently patted it.
“You’re right.” Aunt Ruth faintly whispered – letting the wind carry the words to Mary’s ear. “You don’t get anything. If you think you got nothing, you
don’t get anything. Your mom loved you. If you can’t get anything, get that. She loved you.”
Mary looked up and put her face into Aunt Ruth’s chest. She took several deep breaths as the tears turned into waves. “I know that. I know that. Aunt
Ruth, I know that.” She gasped.
Aunt Ruth continued to pat Mary’s back as her soft and seemingly eternal smile returned. She gazed forward and let her eyes take in the breathtaking sunset
before them. The wind died, and she inhaled the smell of her niece’s cinnamon perfume.
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Michael Coble
The lighting was off. Michael knew it would be. Here was the big finale and they couldn’t even get the lighting right.
“It’s too bright! It’s going to fuck me up.” Michael yelled to his producer. The producer agreed and ran to see it fixed.
Michael let out a breath and tried to relax. He was the one thing he never wanted to be: nervous. He hadn’t felt this way since giving that speech in
elementary school. Eddie interrupted him.
“Nobody cares!” He shouted. The class laughed. So did Michael. He wasn’t nervous after that.
But now, it was back with a vengeance.
Michael was irritated and his stomach hurt. He wasn’t standing as tall as he wanted to, and he knew his presence wasn’t what it needed to be. Be Big he told
himself.
“Get those fucking lights fixed!” Michael screamed to no one in particular. They dimmed too low then came back too strong.
“Goddamn it.” His stomach hurt. He tried to take his mind off it by looking around the stage. 20 years worth of work. He hoped the nostalgia would
distract him from the pain, but Michael wasn’t sentimental enough for that to work.
Instead, he fiddled with his monologue. “You stuck with us for 19 seasons.” He exhaled and shook his head. “No, no, no.” His hands clapped together. “19
seasons that we could not have done without you.” “Fuck you!” He scolded himself. “You’re not saying nothing! Say something!”
He sat down in one of the cheap red chairs reserved for the audience. “What would I want to hear?” He considered the question earnestly. “Thank you. An
explanation? Maybe. What was all this? Maybe tell them. No, don’t tell them. Say something now. It’s your last night, be sure to say something. What do I
want to hear?”
Michael talked to himself like this for some time. It was going in circles, and that was okay. The writers already had a monologue prepared. Anytime
Michael wanted to do something incredible on his own, they prepared something. It was a nice parachute in place once Michael realized he couldn’t fly
alone, but he did resent the writers bailing him out so often. Let him crash at least once. He could crash himself, but it takes a special type of fool to smash
into the ground with a parachute in your backpack.
An assistant tried to approach, but Michael waved her off. No one understood. Even the most senior writers, two of whom had been on the show for 10
years, didn’t understand.
Michael was the only thing left from the original show. He was the only one who grew with it.
Some girl told him the human body replaces its cells every seven years. Michael was thinking about that last cell right now. How the hell did it tell the new
cells what they were joining? How did it make sure they continued what was started? Did it do anything? Or did it just die like the rest of them and leave the
new cells to figure it out on their own?
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“What do I want to hear?” Michael asked himself again from the audience’s chair. “Thank you, it meant something.” “Goddamn. That’s it. That’s got
wings.” Michael stood up. He felt tall. The nerves steeled a little. “Ok, ok. Now, you’ve got something.”
Michael walked around the set. There was a bunch of bullshit planned for the night. 19 seasons and they’d send him off with the kind of sketches they’d do
any night. A few celebrities were showing up and they were dusting off some classics, but it was bullshit.
“It’s got to be the monologue. If I’m going to do anything, it has to be the monologue.”
Michael looked at his watch. 40 messages. He ignored them all and looked at the time. He had 4 hours to get it done. For 20 years, this was his life. Michael
looked around the empty stage and let it sink in.
“Tell them something.” He said again.
By the time the time came, Michael was as ready as he was going to be. The lighting was right. People were excited. Maybe it wasn’t going to be bullshit.
Maybe he should go with what the writers prepared. Some of the jokes were funny. It was the right amount of sentimental. “No, tonight’s mine. I need to
say something.” Michael breathed and ran through the night’s line up. Monologue, sketches, farewell. He ran through the sketches. At least one of them
was original. Michael smiled because it was finally being done. He wiped the genesis of a tear off with his jacket sleeve and stepped out onto the stage when
he heard the crowd. Everything was ready.
What a storm of applause. Michael put his hands to his heart and showed gratitude. He clapped for them.
“Thank you, thank you, thank YOU! Wow! Yes. Thank you!” He thanked them until they stopped. “Tonight is a special night for me. I think you know
why tonight is a special night for me.”
“We love you!” Someone from the audience shouted and more applause ensued.
“I love you!” Michael returned. “I- really- thank you. I feel the love. I forgot to take that into consideration, but I feel it right now. I want to try to move past
it so I can perform for you, but I really feel the love right now. Thank you, for everything. Thank you.
“As I was saying, before someone so rudely interrupted me –“ Michael paused for the laughter the audience gave him, “as I was saying, it is a special night.
You know why it’s a special night. Popeyes just announced their new fully lab grown chicken sandwiches! That’s right! I cannot wait to see how good those
chemists can cook. No, alright. It’s special for me because tonight is the last night I will be on this wonderful show we started 19 seasons ago.”
The audience clapped more and Michael smiled while clapping back to the crowd.
“Now, if you all keep clapping, I’ll never get through this monologue. I’ll be like the prisoner who got a buffet for his last meal. You know, diabetes got him
before the chair. Alright? Alright. 19 years and quite a few pounds ago, you all let us bring this wacky, weird, and wonderful thing to you. For some reason,
you ate it up. Every time the execs told us, ‘the crowd won’t go for that’ you all went for it like crazy. I cannot tell you how lucky we’ve been to do this little
sketch show for you. Everyone in this business will tell you, it’s hard to find your audience. My whole heart wants to thank you for being mine.
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The idea for the show wasn’t mine. That’s been pretty well documented by now. A genius friend of mine by the name of Eddie Woodson came up with the
idea. ‘Let’s do a show about a sketch show.’ And while that lasted for about two years before it became background noise, and we realized we worked better
as just a sketch show - the idea stayed. The idea that people are putting their lives into this crazy stuff, and that creates a connection through it. You can say it
all exists in the same Marvel Universe. I know, you love the theories online. They’re fun. I think they prove that we’ve been doing something. 5 years after
the man meets genie – gets his vagina – and suffers through period sketch.” Michael shrugged in mock embarrassment. “That’s it. That’s what we titled that
one. Brilliant show we’ve been putting on.”
The audience clapped gently. It was earnest. It would have continued, but he waved them down.
“5 years after that sketch people are still pointing out the ramifications of it on our show. You can’t make this up. I do not know how we found our
audience, but I love you all for it. You have no idea.
It hasn’t been much of a secret that I’m leaving. I didn’t think it needed to be until I realized I’d be having the same conversation with every person in the
world. ‘What are you going to do? What are you going to do?’ Everyone and their mother has asked me that for the past year. I bet some of you all are
wondering about it now. What am I going to do? Well, listen up because this is where I say something.
I’m going to let it go. That’s it. Let it go. I’ve been repeating that to myself for the last two years. Every night before bed, let it go. I don’t want to, but I need
to.
I had a great childhood. I grew up poor, but I had a very happy childhood. I choose to believe most people do. Then they get weighed down. Do you notice
this? Nobody is as happy as they were when they were a kid. The sun doesn’t shine as bright, or it shines too bright. The grass itches more than it’s worth
rolling in. Hoses are for watering plants - not playing in. We pick all that up. Let it go. Don’t just say it, do it.
That’s what I’ve been telling myself. That’s what I want to do. Let it go. This show happened for me, and it was great. I’m telling you all, I’m letting it go.
I’ve seen people exit. I’ve seen a lot of people exit. They didn’t take anything. If it’s you, it can’t leave. If not, let it go.
I know that sounds like some hippy dippy Buddhist stuff I’m saying cause I visited the East, but it might help. I’ve done so much. That’s not bragging that’s true. I’ve been so much. Now, I’m this. Tomorrow, I won’t be. I won’t be on this show. That’s ok. Regain the joy and let everything else go. That’s all
the advice I have. That’s what I’m doing. I hope you all will too.” He paused for a silent audience. It had been what he wanted to say. He nodded a little to
make them understand he meant it, then lifted his arms like a great conductor and ended the silence with his booming voice. “We have a great show
tonight! I’m proud to be calling it my last. You’ll enjoy it. Thank you more than anything!”
They went wild for Michael as he went behind the curtain and put his cowboy outfit and mustache on. He grinned and clapped his hands together,
thinking of Eddie. “Goddamn. Found a way to make it happen for you.”
Michael walked back on the stage that was now covered in snow. A shorter and fatter cowboy walked on stage behind him.
A title card informed the audience the year was 1818.
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“Seems like the tracks disappear right here, Sheriff. I reckon we lost him.” The pudgy cowboy slapped the back of his neck and sighed.
Michael bent down to investigate. He picked up a pile of snow and put it in his mouth. A few snowflakes got caught in his fake mustache. He chewed the
snow with deliberate intensity.
“Reckon you’re wrong.” Michael shot back.
“How you figure that?” The cowboy raised an eyebrow.
Michael spit out some of the snow. “Reckon he’s been here.”
“How you figure that?” The cowboy repeated and walked to Michael while scratching his head.
“Don’t you know nothing about Big Willie?” Michael asked in consternation, picking up another ball of snow in the process.
“Not too much I reckon. What are you getting at, sheriff?” The cowboy answered and asked.
“Big Willie is a strange man. That’s one thing to know about him. Second is to know how much he hates integration. Even with snow. He covers up his
yellow. Only the white can be seen.” The audience did nothing. “Here, have this.” Michael put the snow into the cowboy’s mouth. The cowboy fell back
and spit it out in disgust.
“I God! That’s the strongest urine I ever tasted.” A few awkward chuckles let Michael know the skit was worthless. It could be saved.
Michael masterfully made it look as though he was holding back laughter. The audience wanted him to crack. He took another scoop of snow.
“Try- Try it again.” He got out between giggles.
Sam, the actor playing the other cowboy, let a smile flash before quickly putting it away.
Michael shoved the snow into Sam’s face and they both hollered. The audience did too. The sketch ended with the two actors shoving yellow snow into one
another’s faces and making as big of a scene about it as possible. It wasn’t the ending Eddie wrote, but people loved it.
It didn’t matter that it was worthless. No one knew what to make of it, but it was enjoyable. That made it a success for Michael.
“Let it go.” He told himself as the lights went out for the last time.
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Maggie Kaprielian
Maybe in a Timeline Where Flowers are for the Living
I didn’t tell you that often
but I love you,
earnestly
You used to smell of
orchids in the crsytalized rain
It’s not that the scented memory
is starting to wither away,
But rather I can’t remember
how to sniff a flower anymore,
without falling apart
And now I am frightened
For I could pick you
countess of red roses,
resting them on your grave
Yet they would all decay within a week,
And you are never coming back
I long to reset the clock,
To give you August sunflowers,
And see your delicate grin bloom
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But that will never happen
For your garden has perished
I didn’t tell you enough
but I love you,
like the dead
could have loved flowers
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Marc Isaac Potter
Four Poems
BARK
Turning,
Yes,
But not turning back.
Of all the flowers
In this massive
Garden
You are one of them
Pink
Vibrant.
I need to hide
Under your
Husky bark
Your delicate grouping.
Pink, please.
I need for you
To speak
Forever
For me.
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CONFESS
Marvelous lemonade
And I crave
Three
Creatures
2 yellow Thorned
Roses
And a bumblebee
Tell my story
To go a podcast
And say I am
…
No wait?
What if anyone is listening?
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BATTERY
Battery.
Not the criminal
Charge
Assault and battery.
And not The Purple
Green Rose
As rare as
Hen’s teeth
Thorning the mum
To a shaking
Silent death.
Flowers can kill
Yes, but also heal.
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BERNARD
Periods and commas do not tell the story. Bernard is tall, grotesquely thin - is that too much? Yet he has been called out as a criminal, even now - just having
gotten out of prison 5 months ago. His new crimes have not been proven or his parole officer would have already put him back in the pokie/ jail.
FLOWERS
Bernard's arms fall to the sides like heavy purple strings with no anchor as though they are floating there by themselves. Have I offended you? I'm trying my
best to take care of my dear friend Benji who has made the unwise decision to be friends with Bernard. The 3 of us went to a thrift store the other day and I
could have sworn… I could have sworn on a stack of Popular Mechanics that Bernard was teaching Benji how to shoplift. Since Benji has a wheelchair and
might be able to get away with more than Bernard could by himself. Of course, you and I both know that Bernard might try to make Benji into his own
personal bitch.
Flowers? Why I am mentioning flowers? Because… I'm afraid for Benji. He's been diagnosed with many different mental illnesses. And his psychiatrists
disagree on whether or not he has a mild version of multiple personality disorder. I love Benji. And the doctors even disagree on whether or not there is
such a thing as mild multiple personality disorder.
And yes my name is R. F. Farnsworth. I hate my name and everything about my family heritage. And then, out of pure mischief, I pissed off my gay
friends by asking them to address me as. "Mr. Nonbinary " - which is like so wrong in so many ways.
As far as I know Benji has no idea that I am in love with him. I don't know if he'd be capable of doing anything sexual or not.
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Mimi Bordeaux
A Dream Called Love
How can we call this life as being it all—cut up and out of shape— not colourful, quirky like an abstract expressionist painting— more dreary as dusk
Sundays can be—when it comes through the minimal light somehow frightening— no taming of hollow lives lost in the still night.
So we pursue a dream called love, made of stone and rocky edges—slip up and you might fall -–her breath so cold like frosty snow and ice–climbing higher
up for a view of—what? Nothing.
Contumacious, clashing— they steal your soul, then you find a piece of paper scrawled on by a madman saying, 'Go back. This is no time for wasted lies.
No time to waste'.
How can we call this life a living hell when you feel free forever in love?
But no one told you about holes in the story, no proper nouns, just scavenger hunts.
For now— never heard of cutting cranial in the morning, waking kettle on boiling- – the top popping open—we rise to normal life.
Rancid roll over and wretched—wrecking ball rolling on this rock or is it possible for you to look at me differently?
I'm mortal— sometimes immoral, crude, retreat to the bedroom. I don't know what my head is supposed to be doing.
I don't think of myself as a creature of light.
Adumbration, atramentous, aphotic the dreary dark day again taking any great ideas away.
So what happened to the soliloquy– me by obscurity, doomsday, dopamine drumming from the tribe called Tyrosine?
Amygdala—just like that she's out of the window.
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Morgan Anderson
Wanted

have you ever fallen in love
with a genuine whore?
someone who wants your lips,
only that, and nothing more —
a man who wants you in a way
you've never been desired before;
you'll get him every damn night,
but reciprocation is out the door.
have you ever fallen ill to
a mastermind of touch?
the way her hand graces your cheek
seems a bit too much
for a girl sickeningly sweet,
and yourself seemingly such,
maybe for once, some self control
would finally come in clutch.
have you ever trapped your love
in the ink of a quill pen,
in between the lines of your poems,
or in a letter you'll never send?
have you grown weary of loveless eves
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and decided to fly like the wind
away from the never broken souls
you decided you should mend?
were you so afraid of losing
someone you actually never had,
give yourself up every sunset,
and try to convince yourself that
enough illicit activities would soon
seduce them into someone mad? —
when the crazed one is you for
thinking you could be loved back.
did you tell yourself that a flicker
was better than lying in the dark,
and did you persuade the belief that
you were nothing more than a mark?
why have you put out all of the fires
before they got the chance to spark,
and relinquished yourself so faithless
with vast travels not yet embarked?
did they say you were easy to lie with,
but that you were never easy to hold?
did your insomnia grow stronger from
infinite evenings out in the cold?
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how were your lips easy to commit to
when emotional connection is old,
and how did you ever get caught up in
all these affairs so illicitly bold?
was your desperation for connection
disguised as a yearning for love,
and did you overzealously fall once
you discovered what it was?
was clinging to the bedsheets both
the issue and solution thereof?
it was all you had left
and everything you disposed of.
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Oliver Heffron
Coming Soon to Own on DVD
Katrina pulled off Wilshire and into the parking lot, shocked to see their local video store pitch black and boarded-up since it was a Friday night during the
holidays in Los Angeles. The plastic reindeer and sled loomed over the edge of the roof. She felt anxious as her boyfriend Emanuel looked up from his
phone, remembering how critical the newly released Hangover DVD was for the night.
“Is it a Holiday today?” Katrina asked.
“I guess,” Emanuel said, “I don’t know. Can we just go back to the place?”
“It’s movie night; you promised”
“Fine.”
The sun was fading behind the 405’s barriers, illuminating the parking lot in an abnormal clarity from the sun-swept skies that, combined with the empty
parking lot, reminded Katrina of Indianapolis, and for a moment, she wanted to go home for the holidays with Emanuel tomorrow and combust all the
promises she had made to herself and her friends. She turned the Beach House CD down as Emanuel went back to clicking, playing Tetris on his phone, as
she pulled the driver’s side parallel to the front window to read the typed sheet of paper taped to the door.
“Hollywood Video is closed forever,” she read aloud. “I loved that place.”
“All these places are gonna close, and then the bookstores,” he said.
“It’s strange they wrote ‘forever,’ right?” Katrina asked.
“I guess,” Emanuel said
“Seems harsh. Dramatic,” she said.
“Can we just go back to the apartment?” he asked.
Katrina knew the moment that movie came on Emanuel’s underwhelming projector that
he’d smoke his bong, relent to the comedy and get nice again, fall asleep on the couch, and later on, she would sneak off to the bedroom, keeping her eyes
closed ‘till she heard the suitcase hit the steps in the courtyard in the morning, on his way home for the holidays.
“Let me just check the Blockbuster,” Katrina said, “Real quick.”
Katrina sped towards the Brentwood Blockbuster while Emanuel insisted the DVD would be sold out by now, complained that he wanted to play video
games, and unconvincingly claimed the movie probably wasn’t that funny the fourth time anyways. She remembered seeing that movie three times with
him that summer and how long ago it felt as she sped through the yellow light before the underpass and accelerated between gaps in the traffic.
“Why don’t we just do this when I get back?” Emanuel asked.
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“We’re almost there,” she said.
Katrina hugged the curb as she turned right unto San Vicente and Emannuel stared out at the flashing iron bars of the VA. Her boss, Leslie Mira, the
publishing queen of CAA, drove like this when she took Katrina out for drinks at speakeasies and extravagant house parties every Friday for the month,
treating her like a little sister despite only starting at the agency in May. Emanuel, meanwhile, gripped the window handle and leaned dramatically like a
child playing Jell-O.
He slammed his feet for emphasis as Katrina broke hard at the next light, turning red. As she’d expected, Emanuel had excelled through his first few months
at the agency, even more than her, but then, at some point, his fiery passion and infectious optimism began to drain from his cheeks, and he stopped making
an effort altogether, eventually downgraded to a “floater” who hadn’t been asked to orbit the office for the last six weeks, and he seemed more than okay
with it.
“I promise, when I get back, we’ll have the perfect date night. I’ll even go see Avatar
with you, even if it looks terrible,” Emmanuel said, “I just kind of want to game tonight, and I think the trip will help me reset. I think just seeing home will
help me come back better, you know?”
Emmanuel was twisting the knife since she didn’t want to lie. She just wanted one last
good night to remember after whatever hopeless dream they were trying to build together had finally been called to quits. She was going to pack her things
while he was in line at security; load Gabby’s car to the brim as he was flying on a plane; send the proofread break-up text while Emanuel would be with his
family or drunk with his old friends; block his number before he had the chance to leave a drunken voicemail, and wait for the apologetic run-in down the
road. That way, there’d be no needless pain or resentment, and things said that couldn’t be unheard. But as she sat with him at the light, and he went back to
clicking his phone, she knew that was just a plan in her head.
A well-dressed couple clacked across the street as Katrina nodded in agreement with the words that she was failing to get out of her mouth, freezing up
whenever she opened her mouth like she was nine again, refusing to do the big jump with her acrobatic twin older brothers.
“Emanuel?”
She felt her hairs stand up with the unfamiliar tone of her voice. Emanuel picked up on it too. He snapped his phone shut and slipped it into his pocket.
“I’m sorry, I know,” Emanuel said.
“Emanuel,” she said, “We’re breaking up.”
“Seriously?”
“Seriously. I’m sorry, but it’s for the best.”
“Can we just talk about it?” Emanuel asked.
“I think we need some time apart,” she said.
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The light was stuck on red. Emanuel took a moment to process what she said, then responded with an ugly fake laugh that barely hid the vitriol ready to
spew behind his teeth.
“It’s so you; was this your plan? Pretend everything was fine, and then leave when I’m not here?” he asked.
“No, not at all; I just–”
“–No, that’s fucked up. It’s fine; I get it. It’s just like so cowardly, honestly, to pretend
like that, like what a fucking cowardly thing to do.”
“I know this sucks, but please don’t get mad. It’s just for the best,” Katrina said.
The light was stuck on red.
“You’re a liar, you know that? And you treat people like stocks, mine went down, and now you want out,” he said.
“Just please stop, okay?” she said.
She wasn’t a liar; she knew there was no other way to separate without this blow-up. She lied about his anger and was starting to scare her. Katrina decided
she would drop Emanuel off and sleep at Gabby’s tonight. They would come back for her stuff in the morning.
“You just want everything your way, don’t you?” he asked.
“No, I just wanted to end on a good note,” she said.
“You were gonna tell me tonight?” he asked.
She didn’t respond.
“You’re such a fucking liar,” he said.
The light finally turned green, but a homeless man pushed a cart slowly across the street. She gripped the wheel and idled over the accelerator, fighting the
tide of Emanuel’s rising anger and maintaining her composure, even as she felt his eyes glaring into the side of her face, grinning in denial of his pain like the
child he’d deformed to.
“So tell me, who are you banging at CAA? Everybody wants to know,” Emanuel said.
Katrina hit the brakes and merged right through blaring horns, narrowly escaping two fender-benders as she made the right at Barrington, then another
right onto a sloping residential street, speeding till she ended up back at the VA, stopping abruptly beside a fenced-off parking lot in the shadow of a massive
old building with crumbling shingles, unlocking the door without turning her head.
“Get out,” Katrina said.
“I obviously didn’t mean it,” Emmanuel said.
“Get out and walk home,” she said, “Now.”
“Just take me back, don’t be a bitch,” he said.
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Katrina balled her fist and slammed it into her steering wheel like a gavel.
“Get the fuck out!” she yelled.
The last light was fading through the windshield as she drove west without a destination on San Vicente, ready to hit the green call button on her phone to
tell Gabby that the plan was moved up a day. Instead, she threw it on the passenger seat and basked in that moment of silent relief, feeling the electricity of
finally being alone in her car, in-between moments, hearing the hum of the Passat’s trusty engine and the faint echo of the CD. She rolled down the
window, bobbing her head through the ocean breeze and the snare, and was content to keep driving to the ocean until she saw the Blockbuster sign emerge
between the Coral Trees.
Katrina pulled into the parking lot, stopping for a family of four before parking and calling Gabby as she walked in, realizing how many movies she was
excited to watch by herself. She always imagined the guilt for leaving him like this would be weighed, but at that moment, she felt as light as the balloons
grazing her hair as she entered the electronic chimes at the door.
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Pavel Andonov
Amok
Chapter 1
Plop. Plop. Plop. Heavy boots smacking against the mud. It rains, it’s foggy, it’s night. You can barely see. A lone man makes his way through the woods.
His breaths are painfully heavy; every step seems like it’s his last. Yet he continues.
Monsters and wild animals observe him curiously. Hesitant to approach. They haven’t seen a human in a long time. They are afraid to come here. These
woods are unsafe for them. Only madmen will enter the forests, town people like to say.
His feet hurt. He pathetically drags himself forward. He needs to reach her, Amok. Every time he closes his eyes he sees those images… His unborn daughter
mutilated by him. Her little body resembles that of a bizarre demon, instead of a human. Daniel does not know how or why she looks like that but he
knows he is the reason. He sees her suffering, wiggling woefully.
At first, it was just in his nightmares. Then in every dream. And now whenever he closes his eyes. Daniel was no magician but he was from a family of such.
His grandfather confirmed his fears, he wasn’t going mad – he was having visions.
His grandfather told him no human can alter their fate. And a human couldn’t but Daniel knew that halas1 once could before humans made them extinct.
All but one.

I cannot move. I cannot move, she wants to scream. But she can’t. Her lungs ache for a breath. She can’t do that either. She is starving. Her pathetic new
form… A human form, what a mockery, is all skin and bone.
Hala is a monster from Bulgarian folklore. It is a shapeshifting female dragon that feeds on humans, stolen gold, cattle and crops. It is generally perceived as bad luck to meet
a hala. However, sometimes they are willing to help humans out.
1
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Amok hasn’t moved a muscle in centuries. Her gold tears burn ugly scars against her sullen cheeks. It hurts. It terrifies her.
She hasn’t eaten since she has been captured generations ago. A hala can survive a long time without food. But even they need it. She needs gold… She needs
to preserve as much gold in her body as possible. But she feels it leave her.
It hurts. It terrifies her.
I will die soon, she realizes and her gold tears start running faster. She wants to jerk violently and sob loudly in her misery but chains restrict her.
And then she hears it. A distant step, someone lumping in her direction. Who would come here? Perhaps a puny human, a magician, has sensed her
suffering and comes to mock her. She regrets not devouring more of them when she could. Maybe she wouldn’t be here now.
Finally, she sees him. His appearance surprises her. He is not from the continent. He is pale with red eyes. A magician then? But she can’t sense his magic.
No, the gift skipped him. What does he want from her?
His clothes are falling apart. His face is covered in scratches and mud. He came in limping. He is tired.
Amok gathers up what’s left of her remaining strength to display her monstrous aura. It is not what it once was but it should terrify him. He doesn’t flinch,
just tilts his head curiously.
He limps to her. Gives her a look through squinted eyes and raises his sword high.
He came all this way just to murder me. Despicable puny human, Amok realizes. Her heart skips a beat. She closes her eyes. She feels the air rippling as the
sword moves through it…
The strike never comes. The sword cuts through some of the chains. Amok falls to the ground.
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Her lungs fill up with air. She starts sobbing violently and uncontrollably. Her body aches as she slowly tenses up her muscles for the first time in centuries.
‘I can move…’ she cries out with a hoarse voice. A wide smile tears up her dry lips.
Only a few chains still hold her. Once long ago she would have been able to destroy them with ease. Now she is too weak to free herself. Humiliating.
Amok looks up to see the human observing her. She roars at him, changing her teeth back to their monstrous state. He doesn’t flinch. She jumps at him but
the chains restrain her before she can reach him.
‘Every wise man should be terrified by Amok,’ she hisses out in anger. How dare he be unbothered by her.
‘I am not wise.’ He looks at her through his bloody eyes – huge bags underneath. He draws out a few gold coins from his pocket and shows them to her.
Amok’s eyes double in size. Saliva starts filling her mouth. She whimpers with hunger.
‘I am here to sign a contract,’ the man declares.
‘WITH A HUMAN!? NEVER!’ Amok screams at him. Saliva flying everywhere. “I am done with your kind!”
He studies her face and points a finger to her cheeks. ‘You are dying.’
Amok looks at the puddle of gold that formed from her tears beneath her. She has lost a lot of gold. Only two chains, one for each arm, hold her, yet she
can’t escape.
‘Is it true halas can change destiny?’ the man inquires.
‘Only the strongest ones.’
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‘Good I am talking to you then,’ the man smiles for the first time since he has entered. He is handsome but his satisfaction just angers Amok. Puny humans.
So self-absorbed, she thinks as she glares daggers at him.
‘And what do you want? Riches, fame, women…’
‘To save my child. And I will free you in return.’
Amok squints her eyes. Confused, she says ‘Daniel Avramov has no children.’
Daniel raised his eyebrows. Of course you would be impressed by me, Amok thinks.
‘Not yet. But I will and I will do something terrible to her.’
Amok remembers these exact words from somewhere. They are oddly familiar but she can’t recall where she heard them. The request intrigues her but she
won’t admit it.
She sighs. “I accept. Let’s sign the contract.”
Daniel nods. Amok uses a long nail to cut her arm, Daniel uses a knife to cut his. Gold drips from her, blood from him. They stand next to each other and
each drinks from the other’s blood.
As the salty taste melts on her tongue, Amok can feel their souls entangle. The contract is signed. Their souls are one until it is fulfilled.
Dan takes a step back and swings his sword, freeing Amok, then hands her the gold coins which she devours. She is not dying anymore but is still too weak
to return to her previous glory.
‘More gold,’ she demands.
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‘That’s all I had.’
‘Of course, the only human willing to free me will be poor…’ she complains.
‘We need to run. They will know you are free soon. And you are in no condition to fight.’
Amok glares at him. She is almost willing to stay to try and prove him wrong but she values her newfound freedom too much. Instead, she jabs at him as he
starts limping toward the exit ‘I can shred you to pieces in the very least.’
Unimpressed, Daniel remarks as he holds the gate open for her ‘I am no magician.’
She smirks as she walks past him, finally outside of her prison. She feels her cheeks burning as she looks at the sky. She remembers the moon differently, not
as majestic as it actually is.
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PJ Carmichael
Three Poems
IN THE KITCHEN
Cutting board, big bowl, chopping fresh herbs,
grating cheese, zucchini, squash, adding
flour, stirring eggs, adding spices, pouring oil
into the pan, scent of parsley, oregano,
chive, paprika, hugs from behind
and kisses on the cheek.
On the table, peppers, lemon, avocado, and
the flowers you picked yourself: violet,
pink, scarlet, white, yellow, and green.
The open window exhaling, clock ticking,
napkins napping while they patiently wait
for the homecooked meal. I breath in
aromatic air, drink water, sing to you
(love songs, always), gaze in adoration.
The food is flipped with a light blue
spatula; you put it in the oven to keep
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it warm. Forks and knives, plates from Poland,
teacups and matching saucers, the pleasantries
of your lovely home. We share the sustenance,
and, once again, I smile to myself,
so happy to be here
in the kitchen with you.
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A Trip Through the Garden
A picnic by the peonies
after our leisurely stroll,
the hum of Earth, grounding and gorgeous,
after the stone walls and fountains, the
daisies and dogwood flowers, Temple of Peace,
chipmunks and an Irish blessing, laurels,
a breathtaking view of the Wachusett Reservoir,
the elevation providing us with kisses
and comfort, sculptures of dancing storks,
sunlight sending warm regards,
tree branches interwoven as roots descend
deeper, deeper into the soil. Smiles and
laughter, floral fragrance, bees
buzzing, sacred geometry all around us,
patterns playing out and leaves dancing in
the breeze. Blossoms blooming, grass and
greenery, botanical, colorful, vivid and
venerable, my eyes tickled by vision,
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the sky spreading itself above our beating
hearts, blissful birdsong, music to my ears,
the afternoon’s embrace welcoming us home.
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A Day at the Beach
Lay back in the sun:
salt water and scraggly hair,
sandy toes, book on my lap,
eyes closed beneath the radiant glow.
Shadows cast by an umbrella, chairs,
warm bodies, coolers filled with snacks
and sandwiches, striped towels and a blanket
laid out on the beach. Ladybugs by the
shore, dunes with thin grass behind us,
no clouds in sight and blue skies for miles.
Cherries on a hot day,
towels and tranquility, sailboats slowly
traveling far away, crests and troughs,
a polka-dotted swimsuit, and me remembering
the garden. The music of the moment
carrying symbols and hidden messages,
laughter growing louder while the sea
continues its song. On our
walk along the stretch: the remnants of a
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snake, watermelon rind, fishing poles and
brightly colored buckets, children playing, building
sandcastles, a monarch butterfly floating
across the ocean.
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Samuel Kennedy
The Punk
‘Bang.’
Paul Buchanans ears cried out. A strong ringing resided within the walls of his skull for a moment, reverberating the obnoxious blare back and forth
between his stirrup, hammer and anvil until his brain caught wind of itself. The musty smell of discharged sulphur was similar to his mothers famous burnt
steak, all the way back home in Point Pleasant, West Virginia. But Paul was far from Point Pleasant, he was currently caught in a moment of panic
somewhere north of Saigon, Vietnam. You see, the year was 1972, the second to last year of American involvement in the Vietnam war, and Paul’s platoon,
known as Peeler Squad, was on lookout duty, manning a small camp and acting as the first line of defence in the event that the Vietcong made a push for the
capital of Vietnam, Saigon.
The Punk was probably the closest thing the Vietnam war had ever seen to a real life G.I Joe action figure. Any closer to him and he would have been made
of plastic. Buchanan had earned the callsign of ‘The Punk’ due to his reckless nature and his tendency to disobey the orders of his Commanding Officer,
Commander Thorne. The only justifiable reason The Punk hadn't been discharged from the military already was because he was one of the most efficient,
capable and competent soldiers the army had planted in Vietnam. At the adolescent age of twenty three, The Punk had already managed to earn himself a
nifty scar going from the right side of his lip down to his chin back in a bar in Charleston.
Alerted by the gunshot that so rudely awoke him, The Punk rushed to his feet, the musty smell of gunpowder lingering in the air and pulsating through his
nostrils. He grabbed his light machine gun, an M-60, which most American troops were armed with.
The Punk cocked his eyes, scanning the jungle expertly for his platoon. He felt the warm hug of the sunlight, breaking through the thick jungle canopy,
wrapping around the land with its great, golden arms
The natural beauty was swiftly interrupted by a barrage of gunfire from a machine gun, darting over the space above Paul's head. Unfortunately for his
assailant, The Punk was extremely well versed in his knowledge of firearms. He opened his eyes, let out a huge sigh of relief, stood himself up straight, and
began to speak in his deep, but amused West Virginian accent;
“All right, all right, Treeleaves, you got me, kid. You had me worried there for a hot minute though, I gotta hand it to you.”
The Punk could recognise the tickle of an American M-60 machine gun anywhere. The Viet Cong only carried crude, homemade rifles constructed out of
PVC pipes and copper, or they carried high class Soviet weaponry, supplied by the Reds themselves, with the sound of each being easily recognisable to any
trained soldier.
The man whom Paul identified as Treeleaves, was no other than his close friend and fellow squadmate. Treeleaves stepped out from the thick, emerald
leaves of the nearby tree, stepping out of the shadows to reveal his face in the glorious sunlight.
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Bradley Smith, aka ‘Treeleaves’, was an Alaskan straight out of Anchorage. He gained the first half of the Treeleaves callsign from his height. The man was a
giant, standing at a lumbering 6”3, making Paul look like a punk standing next to him, incidentally.
As for the second half, Smith gained it from his reputation of always bringing a little fun to the party. Treeleaves always carried a few 10 gram bags of dope
to share around with the rest of Peeler squad. He disregarded the military buzz cut rule as soon as he entered the deep jungle, away from commanding
officers, and let his hair grow out. Bradley had healthy, brown hair that reached all the way down to his ears and matched his brown, African-American skin
tone. He was only seventeen years old and one of the latest victims to conscription. His mother and father were the religious zealots of their neighbourhood,
back in Anchorage and had condemned ‘the devils lettuce’ their little Bradley had found himself so fond of. Understandably, Old Mr and Mrs Smith gave
the word to the local recruiters and ‘Treeleaves’ as he became known, found his way deep into the Vietnamese jungle, just to be assigned to Peeler Squad.
The teenager was giddy after pulling a prank on the closest person he had to a friend, with his acne ridden face and gleaming white teeth, he stood hunched
over with laughter as the kid he was, giggling like a hyena, upon exiting the bushes to greet Paul. The friendliest face of the bunch, Bradley always managed
to set the mood for the rest of the squad, sometimes swapping roles between the kid of the group, into the mature, well needed leader they required, when
Captain Stewart was too busy not caring about them.
Captain Grant Stewart was the lazy Captain standing beside Treeleaves, with his face rooted firmly in a playboy magazine. Grant Stewart was a stern man in
his early forties who miraculously managed to crawl his way up to the rank of captain and just about hung on to the military, way past the recommended
age of thirty five. He wasn't a bad guy or anything, he just came off like a selfish jerk, who didn't care about anybody else. He had definitely seen some stuff
though, and you could tell there was a grizzled war hero back with a heart back there, buried somewhere. But for now, the black haired, stubble covered,
cigar-smoking ugly bastard was amusing young Bradley with his extreme wakeup call. Stewart hid his black, balding hair with an Olive helmet and cast the
most unwelcoming look from his deep brown eyes, especially when compared alongside the grinning Bradley.
Bradley and Captain Stewart stood, Bradley set his recently discharged, shiny M-60 down on the ground. The Punk gave Treeleaves a playful nudge on the
shoulder.
“You goddamn schemer, I coulda killed you dead, I hope you know”,
The Punk said sternly.
Bradley bantered back with Paul,
“Nahhhhh, my grandpappy could probably shoot straighter than you and he's been dead for fifteen years! I was giving you a very special wake up call and
plus, it was old Stewart’s idea in the first place.”
The Punk glanced over at the moody Captain, who was nose deep in the latest edition of Playboy magazine. “Is that true, Captain?” Paul tested him to see
if he was even listening. “Uhhh yeah, um sure, kid” Stewart replied inattentively, and unaware of what he was asked.
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“Alright, well whatever the case we oughta head back over to the camp, Thornes probaby pinging the radio like crazy for our wake up”, Treeleaves
announced, as if overtaken by the need to take over the mantle of leader, seeing Stewarts laziness, as his opportunity.
The platoon headed back to camp, with Treeleaves taking lead like a valiant soldier and with The Punk and the Captain not too far behind.
The Punk arrived not long after retracing the footsteps that initially led him there, although this time, he had some well needed company in the form of
Peeler Squad.
As he set his legs up upon his bunk, the dusty, large radio that sat upon the table in Stewarts room began to signal an incoming call.
“Get up and get that, captain!” Paul shouted, in a tone that desperately seemed to want to go back to sleep after all the useless commotion that had awoke
him.
Captain Stewart huffed. He was lazy but he followed Commander Thornes orders, like a good soldier. He arose from his bunk and made his way over to the
small wooden table that the radio was resting on. He picked up the clunky, dusted technology to hear Commander Thorne’s gravely voice on the other end.
In a voice not too dissimilar from a stereotypical drill sergeant, Thorne began to scream,with his voice, clearly accented from the deep south pouring out of
the speaker of the radio
“PEELER SQUAD, REPORT IN, YOU INTOLERABLE SCUMBAGS, THIS IS YOUR FINAL WAKE UP CALL UNTIL I MAKE MY WAY OUT
THERE AND WAKE YOU BASTARDS UP MYSELF!
Captain Stewart replied in typical Stewart fashion; by not giving a damn.
“Awh come on now Thorne, you know better than anyone that we were up at the crack of dawn hunting for the Reds and helping your sorry asses in holdin
Saigon.”
Paul and Bradley had to hand it to old Stewart, he was the only one who personally knew Thorne, and knew him well enough to know how to make him go
back on himself.
Thorne sighed, audibly beaten and slightly embarrassed,
“Alright. I suppose that's okay then. Captain Stewart, but in future I ask for you three to bring that radio with you on any future early morning expeditions
and the next time we don't get a reply, I’m coming out there to deal with you fellas myself, and I will NOT be as forgiving! Anyways, I have other news to
report that I hope y’all will be happy to hear, seeing as you boys love to leave that camp so much. A private, by the name of Carl Jennings has gone missing
on a stealth operation to scout the area north of your camp for potential base locations.”
As Thorne calmed himself, his fiery voice extinguished, turning the loud radio call to a quiet, private conversation between himself and Captain Stewart. As
Stewart sat down, he took out a small, blue notepad and began writing notes for this operation. Paul hesitantly sat with Bradley by the firepit and began to
play a game of poker to pass the time while Stewart was being given some sort of secret information to scrawl in his notepad.
About five minutes into the poker game, Stewart sat up from his chair and began to holler orders.
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“All right, fellas. Special day. We’ve got to cross into Viet Cong turf and look for the private known as Carl Jennings.”
Treeleaves picked himself up, took a military stance and asked eagerly;
“Um, Captain, who's gonna be taking charge of this mission?”
Stewart didn't want to be in charge anyways, so he responded;
“Go crazy, kid, it's all you. Simple mission, about 40 klicks north of here, we’re looking for a tall, african-american guy, probably dead in some crocodile's
lair, but as long as we find what's left of him, we’re going home heroes.
Treeleaves grinned. The kid loved nothing more than being put in charge so he could feel like the big man and make his parents back home finally proud of
him, and maybe accept him back home.
“Alrighty troops, this trip is looking to be about 8 hours, but only if we keep pace! As long as nothing unexpected occurs we could make it home for
nightfall. Now let's get ready to kick some ass!”,
he hollered enthusiastically.
Captain Stewart went to the arms cabinet he kept in his tent and tossed a few fragmentation grenades and the mysterious blue notepad into his satchel.
Treeleaves grabbed the essentials, including marijuana and a spyglass, that could prove useful in surveying locations.
The Punk grabbed his freshly cleaned M-60 machine gun, lugged its belt over his shoulder and into a cradle around his waist, before grabbing his swiss army
knife that his mother gave him back in Point Pleasant.
Paul rarely followed orders, but under Treeleaves, he felt like it’d be a good idea to play along with him, since he was only a teenager and doing so might
make him feel better about himself.
He enjoyed seeing Treeleaves actually enjoying the adventure, opposed to most other guys his age, who seek the adventure, but all they get is PTSD and
their legs blown off, or even worse, killed.
When they had all supplies necessary packed, the trio headed north through the dense jungle. As Peeler Squad trudged onwards through the dense jungle,
and thick bamboo, things seemed serene. The birds were chirping, the cicadas stridulating and the sun was shining a gleaming glow through the cracks of
the green canopy. After the third and a half hour of the journey, it dawned upon Treeleaves how boring an 8 hour walk could really be. The green of his
surroundings poised a question, to which his response was the marijuana he had packed. As he pulled a 10 gram bag out of his satchel, He offered a joint to
The Punk and to the gruff Captain Stewart , to which The Punk graciously declined out of respect for the mission.
While he was reckless and didn’t usually follow orders very well, The Punk was well aware of the risks that came attached to being high on a such a crucial
operation, an operation that could potentially result in the life or death for Private Jennings. Paul was not prepared mentally to have the blood of Private
Jennings on his hands. If his reaction time was even half a second off, Peeler squad could be wiped out in just a moment. Stewart on the other hand gladly
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accepted the offer of the joint and began to smoke with Treeleaves. Many drags later, Stewart began to tumble out a few words that eventually rolled
themselves into a few sentences that seemed heavily out of character for the battered soldier. His speech was slurred, but he still began to speak;
“You know, at the end of the day, I actually do love you guys. I really do. Soo much. So so so much. I just don't really fit in, I really don't and I know that.
Like you guys are young and you have the cool soldier callsigns and you probably got loads of babes back home but I don't. My wife left me a few years ago
for a girl. I’m useless. I got nobody. Not even a cool callsign like The Punk or Treeleaves or whatever, I’m just the grumpy old Captain to you guys. What's
even lousier is that I signed up for this shit. I wasn't conscripted. I’m too old. I had nobody at home. I came here because if I’m gonna die anyways, I want it
to be for a cause. I just want you guys to know that while I dont show it, I am happy as Larry to have you guys as my only two friends.”
Bradley and Grant embraced in a goofy hug, the two of them flying as high as kites. While Paul didn’t join the uncanny new friends in their hug, he smiled,
having not seen the humanised side of Stewart before. It entered Paul's head that he could perhaps make some friends, and become more than a merciless
soldier.
Hours passed of clawing through the dense foliage, and Treeleaves noted that the map indicated that they had left Southern Vietnam and they had entered
into the North, which was controlled by the Viet Cong and backed by the Soviets. As they continued on, Bradley bantered with Grant and offered him
another pull of his joint. But before Grant could accept, the trio came to a clearing, and the air went cold. The once enthusiastic and outspoken whistles of
the neighbouring birds had now fallen dead silent. The cicadas had paused their humming. For the first time since The Punk had arrived in Vietnam, he
heard total silence.
“What had interrupted them? Something was seriously wrong.“
Thousands of different thoughts flooded The Punks brain, as he searched his mind for an outcome that didn't end with the death of him or his squadmates.
The silence was ultimately interrupted violently, by a shaky barrage of gunfire from an unidentified weapon, stinging the air just overhead.
The Punks lungs fell heavy. He was now certain. That was no M-60. That was the noise of a crude, homemade weapon, cobbled together from copper and
PVC pipes. Viet Cong.
“Alright. It's them. Fellas, lets just stay calm,I’ll…uh we’ll think of something”.
The Punk was out of ideas. From the thick bushes stepped a group of shadowy figures. Stepping into the golden sunlight, there appeared to be about five or
six vietnamese rice farmers, wielding homemade rifles. They began furiously shouting in vietnamese;
“Bạn đang xâm phạm tài sản cá nhân! Hãy bỏ đi ngay bây giờ và chúng tôi sẽ tha mạng cho bạn, vì chúng tôi không tham gia vào cuộc chiến ngớ ngẩn này!”
The Punk had no idea what any of that meant, but it couldn't have been good.
“Any plans?”,
The Punk asked Grant in a frightened tone, hoping his years of experience would kick in. Captain Stewart dropped his weapon. “Listen up.” The Captain
began to speak in a conflicted tone,
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“When I say ‘GO!’, you fellas better run for your lives.”
Treeleaves and The Punk shared a confused look with Grant
“I hope you guys know you made this old Captain happy for one last day. Enjoy your lives, and get out of this damn jungle as soon as you can.”
He shuffled around in his satchel and tugged on a fragmentation grenade.
“GO!”
Before Bradley or Paul had any time to reason with him, Grant lunged forward towards the rice farmers and pulled the pin on the grenade.
The Punk and Treeleaves leapt their way through the air, out of the way of the explosion, missing the impact by just enough to avoid serious burns. The pair
turned around, only to see the gruesome sight left behind, which had gone from being the lush, green forest floor, to a now scorched and pitch black
covered waste, covered in the scarlet blood and limbs of Grant Stewart and the rice farmers.
After performing a quick scan of the area to ensure their safety, Paul found no traces of extra hostiles. Paul and Bradley took the time to create a small grave
sight; a cross, fashioned out of bamboo from a nearby tree and engraved with the initials ‘G.S’, and the remnants of Grant’s olive helmet resting on top and
a single burnt and torn page of playboy magazine resting on the bottom, as a rememberance. What remained of the platoon mutually agreed that silence
might be good for them for the time being and they could talk about the incident in the morning.
They decided resting up would be smart, if they were to finish the search for Private Jennings. They hastily set up a small camp, just well enough to keep
them safe until dawn.
But as morning broke, so did Bradley Smith. Paul awoke to find him knelt, sobbing by the gravesite.
“Listen, Treelea-, Bradley. I know it's tough. He was a good man and a hero.”
Paul too began to break down into tears,
“It's a shame we saw that side of him just too late. But after living in pain and sadness for years, I think we can both take solace in the fact that he died happy
and on his own terms. Surrounded by his friends, the only people who he loved.”
Bradley sniffled. The poor child was only seventeen and he had already experienced the true horrors of war.
“Your right, Paul. Thank you, friend. That means a lot to me”
It seemed that Treeleaves had made peace with it, but he was a changed man.
“I think it would be best for us to keep moving”,
Paul motioned to Treeleaves, “whenever your ready, pal.” Treeleaves picked himself up, and the pair began to head north once again, but not before Paul
noticed a small blue notebook lying burnt on the forest floor, next to the destroyed radio that must've been blown from the explosion.
As Bradley continued walking, Paul knelt down to pick it up. Not much of the notebook was left, however one legible page presented itself, one that simply
read, ‘avoid th- .tell the ot-.’ There was clearly more to it, but with the page being burnt to a crisp, that's all that remained. Judging by the English writing, it
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must have come from Grant's notebook, and probably the same one he wrote the directions from Thorne in earlier. Keeping that enigmatic information in
mind, Paul caught up with Treeleaves down the jungle trail, where the two walked in silence for a couple more hours.
The jungle was not as beautiful as it once seemed. The cicadas had begun to rumble once more, and the birds were singing a beautiful tune, but the
atmosphere was dry and depressing,with a heavyshower of rainfall setting the mood.
As the remnants of Peeler Squad continued onwards, a small settlement poked itself out from between the trees, showcasing what appeared to be their
destination. Treeleaves stood, and raised the military hand signal for ‘halt’. He took a knee and began to inspect the area expertly with a spyglass. It was most
definitely a Viet Cong hideout, and judging by the information supplied to them, most likely the place of capture, or possible death of Private Jennings.
Paul awaited orders from Treeleaves, loosely gripping his dirty machine gun patiently. Treeleaves turned around and began to speak in a stern and
commanding voice.
“This is a small camp, but I estimate that we have approximately twelve Viet Cong patrolling the area. Whatever they’re guarding, it must be important, I
would wager its Private Jennings. We should set up a small lookout base, overlooking the camp on that small ridge to the east. It should shroud us from
them, where we will wait until nightfall to commence the rescue, in order to preserve the element of surprise.”
Paul was taken aback by Treeleaves’ behaviour. He was no longer some child, playing pranks. He was now a man and a soldier. An emotionless being, just
trying to survive another day. Seeing him like this resonated with Paul, as he noticed they walked the same road, just Bradley was walking his at a later point
in time. As Paul thought of the road he had to walk in life, it dawned on him just how young he still was. All his time he had been thinking of Bradley as the
child, when in reality, Paul was only 5 years older than him.
Before he delved further into his own psyche, The Punk snapped himself out of it. He couldn't let his emotions tamper with the mission at hand. Private
Jennings' life rested upon his shoulders, and he needed to be on his A-Game if the platoon were to succeed, and survive.
As the two continued to survey the camp from the ridge, nightfall crept closer and closer. The jungle never slept, like a living machine, it kept turning its
cogs, working endlessly to fit in the wildlife that resided there.
The time was creeping. The air was tense. Everything had led up to this moment. As The Punk and Treeleaves readied themselves for their final mission,
Paul remembered the blue notebook, but before he could mention his findings, an odd hissing sound began to fill the air. The pair turned around to
investigate, but it was far too late. The sound was followed up by a noxious green gas, that surrounded them from all angles and engulfed them within.
The next thing The Punk heard was the cackling of six Viet Cong, giggling as they captured the two Americans, followed by the chuffing of what sounded
to be a helicopter and gunshots. The darkness soon overtook them, leaving the pair unconscious, lying on the dirty jungle floor.
When Paul awoke, he found himself to be alone. Treeleaves was nowhere to be seen. He took a look at his surroundings, finding himself in what appeared to
be in a Viet Cong camp of some kind, laying on a surprisingly comfortable bed inside a scrappy wooden building. There was a bed next to him, with a single
Viet Cong resting like an angel. Paul wondered why he wasn't tied up, was he too, a prisoner? A hostage? Where was Treeleaves?
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As Paul stood out of the bed, his head began to spin. The Viet Cong in the bed next to him began to wake up and took notice of his odd behaviour. He
began to speak to Paul in an alarmed tone.
“Anh bạn ổn chứ !? Điều cuối cùng tôi nhớ là chúng tôi đã được cứu bởi chiếc trực thăng đó1!”
Paul did not understand the Vietanmese, but with the large chance that the man could possibly raise the alarm, The Punk reached for his swiss army knife
and mercilessly took his life with a quick slash to the throat, killing him instantly. The blood spurted over The Punk, splashing his rough, unshaven face in
the crimson red. The soldier had an M-60 machine gun by his bedside, most likely stolen from Treeleaves upon their capture. He turned and grabbed the
pristine machine gun, and left the room in search for his only friend.
Exiting the building, The Punk was greeted by about twenty armed Viet Cong, all staring at him, confused and somewhat alarmed. Without hesitation
however, The Punk gripped the machine gun, and began to open fire on the Viet Cong. As he ripped through them, he only had one objective on his mind;
to rescue Bradley, wherever he may be held.
The Punk watched the Viet Cong fall one by one, the clatter of his machine gun roaring, as the life left each of their bodies. The splash of the blood hitting
the dirty forest floor, the lingering smell of gunpowder filling his nostrils, and fueling his bloodlust even further. Like G.I Joe, The Punk expertly weaved
and dodged his way around the base, murdering every one of them.
He had done it. Each and every one of the twenty soldiers were dead. But Paul began to feel uneasy. Twenty Viet Cong vs one American? Something about
this didn't sit right with him. He should really be dead, outgunned to that capacity.
Paul began to look around in confusion. What was going on here? He looked to his left and saw an American attack helicopter. How could the Viet Cong
have stolen an American chopper? He continued to investigate the area, something was definitely up. Paul knelt down beside one of the slaughtered Viet
Cong. He looked around him, but there were no weapons near him. Unarmed Vietcong? He swore they had just shot at him not ten minutes ago.
Things were getting stranger. He began to inspect the soldier, who appeared to be wearing dog tags for some odd reason. They read
‘Jennings, Carl F., 411-0340-201, B-POS, Catholic’
Paul examined the Viet Cong wearing the tags once again. As he took a second glance, he was horrified. The soldier wasn't Vietnamese. He was an American
soldier. He was black. Tall. Young.
That was Carl Jennings. And The Punk had killed him.
His head began to spin. Paul felt sick. He began to question if he was human or if he was simply a soldier. He looked around. He came to the horrified
realisation. There was no Viet Cong camp. There never was.
He looked around. Body after body. Lifeless Soul after soul. American after American, they lay on the jungle floor. Paul vomited, horrified by the atrocity
he had just committed.
He swore they were Viet Cong. He swore they had spoken Vietnamese just fifteen minutes ago. He swore they had gassed and captured him.
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It dawned upon Paul what events must have occurred.
When Captain Stewart's died, and the radio was destroyed, Commander Thorne must have sent a platoon out to search for them by helicopter. As the
platoon located Paul and Bradley, the Viet Cong ambushed them using the mysterious gas, causing the pair to lose consciousness. The platoon arrived by
helicopter and rescued the two, wiped out the true Viet Cong and rescued the still alive Private Jennings while doing so. The platoon must have brought
Paul, Bradley and Jennings back to a medic base for medical assessment. But the gas must have damaged Paul's brain, causing him to begin to crack between
the man and the soldier within.
This was mad.
Paul couldn’t believe it. He was horrified by his own actions. He was a stone cold killer, and a traitor.
It was ridiculous.
But then it dawned upon Paul the fate of Bradley Smith. Horror-struck and sickened, Paul Buchanan entered the building he awoke in, which now
appeared to be nothing but an unarmed American medic outpost.
Paul knelt to the soldier he believed to be Viet Cong and had brutally murdered in bed, only twenty minutes ago.
As Paul began to sob, the seventeen year olds cold, lifeless corpse dropped to the side, his ghostly, face staring Paul directly in the eyes. Bradley Smith’s face
was stuck in an endless expression of horror, a poor child whose last sight was his only remaining friend in the world, slitting his throat in a fit of pure,
psychotic rage. A kid who never earned the respect of his parents, and died just when he had made it into safety.
As Paul mourned the loss of his friend, the loud, metallic whirring of helicopter blades sounded from the outside. The grief-stricken and mentally scarred
Paul left young Bradleys side, to meet the small fleet of attack helicopters that surrounded him. Commander Thorne began to speak on a radio;
“IT'S OVER, BUCHANAN! WE HAVE YOU SURROUNDED!
IN THE NAME OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, YOU'RE UNDER ARREST, TRAITOR. LAY DOWN YOUR ARMS AND COME
QUIETLY, YOU MONSTER! WE WILL NOT HESITATE TO KILL YOU ON SIGHT. YOUR REIGN OF TERROR HAS COME TO AN END!
Paul couldn't believe what he was hearing. He felt a tear within himself, like the soldier inside had now fully separated itself from the human. He then began
to chatter apprehensively;
“No. No. NO! It wasn't me. It was the gas, it was The Punk. I would NEVER - no I would NEVER do those things. It wasn't me, It was THE PUNK.”
His bushy eyebrow began to twitch furiously,
“It wasn't me, it was The Punk.
It wasn't me, it was THE PUNK!.
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IT WASN'T ME, IT WAS THE PUNK”
The punk gripped his bloody machine gun tight and stood firm, his crimson blue eyes darting savagely, up at the mechanical beast in the skies above, and
prepared to take aim.
However it was him.
He was The Punk.
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Shaurya Arya-Kanojia
Atop
If he were someone else, the view from the summit would look magical; almost heavenly. Standing atop the highest peak in his line of vision (for there were
taller peaks behind him), a part of him wanted to experience the rush of happiness that follows an achievement. After all, he had braved through the
agonisingly cold winds that were so sharp he was afraid they would cut through the thick layers he was wearing and tear through his skin.
It had taken days to reach the peak; anxious, frustrating, excruciating months where he had felt so close to giving up, of turning around and climbing down
(even though after a point it was impossible to do so), of never to look back. And, yet, he had trudged onward; motivated by the desperate need to achieve,
to outperform others, to rise above the crowd.
Was it megalomania? Perhaps. But then, as he would tell himself repeatedly, wasn’t that the chief reason behind some of the greatest success stories?
So, he had resolutely walked ahead, not caring about the difficulties around him. The only thing in his sight was the summit. And the moment of finding
himself standing atop it, looking at the world and everyone it contained at his feet; a world that he had conquered.
Everything else was background noise.
He did celebrate every hundred-meter milestone he crossed. The winds and the altitude prohibited him from doing a victory dance, but he did give himself
a pat on his back and rewarded himself with a look around himself to see how far he had come. Take that, world! he would say under his breath. And, after
the brief interval, he would put that minor celebration behind him and continue the arduous climb to the top.
Around him, people had started giving up. The friends he had started this journey with would call out to him from a few paces behind him; asking, and
some even begging, him for help. But he had the excuse of the strong winds making their voices inaudible. And, telling himself the power of his ambition
was far greater than assisting his friends in the big scheme of things, he moved on.
He did encounter his fair share of difficulties. A current of wind slapping at him almost made him fall off the hill. At another point, a wrong footing he
made almost resulted in him slipping. But, at both these times, he stopped, let the reality of where he was, and carried on.
Eventually, he reached the top. He had many taller summits to climb; summits which, atop the peak he was, he was momentarily ignoring. He wanted to
savour this moment. A vista of snow-capped mountain ranges spread out in front of him. His ambition, his need to achieve had finally bore fruit. He felt
accomplished, he felt delighted…
Only until he looked down several meters below. On a wide landing, he saw the companions he had walked past on his way to glory sitting in a group
around a feeble fire. The landing they were on was wide enough for three camps. Watching his companions – snuggled in their duvets wrapped around
themselves, drinking hot beverages from their cups – standing atop the peak felt…
Empty.
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He raised his head to look around him. The picturesque view in front of him, which he had only imagined until today, had not but a few moments before
seemed majestic. And, yet, reaching farther than any of those sitting below, he found the sense of glory fleeting; evanescing into a kind of longing.
Longing for something – or maybe someplace – he didn’t know.
Meanwhile, a couple more people had managed to conquer the taller peaks towering behind him. That little desire which had driven him to keep moving
told him he shouldn’t stop; that where he was, as high as it may seem, was but a pitstop. Maybe a significant milestone, but without a doubt a pitstop. As
this realisation grew and strengthened in his mind, so did the longing to…
Not be here.
Maybe for a second, the ambition he had held more important than anything else in his life took a backseat; and what supplanted it in the driver’s seat was a
sense of yearning. Yearning to break the ceiling of whatever was containing him. Looking down into that group of people, a few of whom had retired into
their camps, he wondered what that was. Icy winds assailed him. He was shivering, but, in his thoughts, he didn’t realise it.
And, just like that, that yearning was replaced with that same need; that need to keep striving, that need to keep achieving. It took him a few seconds to
restore the determination with which he had started this arduous journey. He gave one last look to the people below, the friends he had left behind in
pursuit of his ambition, turned around carefully (making sure he wouldn’t slip), and started making his way onward.
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Symrin Rai
Lesson in Growing Up
You sit at the table and eat my heart raw,
tell me this is how love feels when it is consumed
violently and without restraint.
I used to think love was not only a smack in the
face but also the bruise it left behind.
Love was the dog kicked from the table,
begging for scraps.
I was the child pleading for affection,
now I refuse to watch you feast on my organs as I starve
at your feet.
I would love the sun if it had not burned me so,
and I would love you if you had not walked away with
my knees in the dirt,
my heart half finished in the sink
my hands reaching for your love.
You called it a lesson in growing up.
I know now growing up is the beginning of a promise never
fulfilled,
growing up is blood on hot cement,
growing up is learning to pull away from the nails
digging into my wrist.
Growing up is running into the sun and knowing there is
worse than warm skin.
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Srinidhi Lakshminarayanan
The Road was Gone
my mother tied an african marigold in my oiled hair
she shook my shoulders
and told me it was time to go
leaf shaped words twisted like twine around my feet
you once said i was the most distinctive individual
you had ever met
your acquiescence often sickened me
you didn’t stand for much
so surely you didn’t stand for me
my feet were propelled by ambivalence
a sick type of uncertainty
for i did not know where i was going
but my roots told me where cobblestone became road
home, what is home?
is it an aging boat
in a sea full of rum
near the edge of town
so my brother never comes
i fell asleep as it rocked
and dreamt i was actually propelling forward
homerian tales and hometown blues
when people pointed at me and you
and i missed that
but i unhooked the grey rope
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maybe one day i’ll grown weary and infirm
my boat will be just one filthy board
i’ll fling my legs out to sea
and swim out to my old shore
and i’ll bury myself at the creek
and fly until i can no longer feel
i’ll hold your cold barren hands and maybe i’ll apologize
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Terence Daniels
Mum’s House Is
Mum's house is full of clutter, purposeless and sentimental.
The garden is overgrown, an ancient suburban utopia
Long since reclaimed by the grass that grows like old age
She now battles against time and strength to conserve
That which she cultivated for so long and sustained
Her in youth. Like the weeds in the backyard, knick-knacks
Infest the house replacing the memories in her mind
In a desperate bid to cling onto things she'd otherwise forget.
If only her mind was full like the overflowing kitchen bin
If only the slow process of life would pause for a second
Perhaps she'd clean up to that which is consuming her
And stop the inevitable fate of becoming trapped amongst
All those things she could never let go of, and the garden
In summertime would bloom in all its glory, her dreams would
Be unearthed from beneath all those piles of paper that tell of
Nothing but overdue bills that remind her that time stops
For no one.
When she goes, I guess, the sorting will begin and somewhere
amongst all the things that aren't her I'll find her again
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Wren Oldham
Sleep
Sleep has never been my friend
Always eluding me
I’ve tried it all, but still I tend
To lie, melancholy
I think of all the wrongs I’ve done
And all the rights I’ve missed
Times when I should have cut and run;
People I should have kissed
But when I lie and hold you close
There’s nothing I’d undo
For all the reasons I’m morose
Somehow led me to you
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Zoey Rosensteel
Self Love
“How can someone love someone else if they don’t love themselves” Well here’s the problem,
I spent all my time and energy
All my hard work and mental health,
Trying to love you
I loved you so much that
I forgot how much I didn’t love myself
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NOTES ON THE TEXT
Black and Red
It was published on The Society of Classical Poets' site, and also in Botany of Gaia, which is an anthology published by Quillkeepers Press.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Dear Reader,
Thank you so much for reading The Creative Zine’s Summer 2022 issue. It’s been a pleasure having you here. The Creative Zine was first
launched as a literary platform for forging inclusion of voices of all kinds. As the time went by, our focus shifted to representing the
intersectionality of voice and language and the lack thereof. Till now, we have received hundreds of submissions for each submission call. The
work received followed a particular theme: the universality of voice. This just goes on to show how voices hold a vision to create an impact —
something that aligns with our mission.
When compiling the work received for Issue 3, I was blown away by its quality and the voice. The written word is truly an impeccable form for
describing one’s emotions and feelings. Reading submissions for Issue 3 introduced me to the brilliant work of the contributors and how
writing is such a powerful tool for creating change not only in our own community, but also in the world. I think that’s why I started this
online publication. As someone who lives in a place that has faced a virtual absence of a literary platform, I want to contribute something in
order to showcase the talent of marginalized communities in my area. The zine is now turning global as it is receiving support from
organizations like Share A Book Association India, The African Storybook, The Literary Forum, Kapurthala among others. This issue surely is
representative of the international recognition that The Creative Zine has received, all thanks to the amazing writers who decided to contribute
their work.
Long live the power of words!
Harsimran Kaur
Editor-in-Chief & Founder
The Creative Zine
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